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ALC adds theme, new safety measures to annual event

Supreme Court issues a
stay on Belfast tapes

BY MARY ROSE FISSINGER
Heights Editor

because they believedit would add a fun
element that would entice people not
just from ALC or within the AHANA

Mejia said.

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

The announcement by Breyer approved a request made by Belfast project
researchers Ed Moloney and Anthony

The Programming Department of
the AHANALeadership Council (ALC)
has reworked the ALC Boat Cruise this
year to include more varied entertainment and stricter security measures. In
an attempt to continue improving the

community to attend the event.
?It?s really important to us too that
people don?t see the ALC boat cruise as
only for AHANA students,? Pyfromsaid.

presence in ALC on the part of non-AHANA students now than in past years.
?Our staff members have been trying

Editor?s Note: This story is part of an
ongoing series about the subpoenas of the
Belfast Project.

Mclntyre for a stay on the lower court
decision until the Supreme Court decides

BOAT CRUISE REVAMPED

ever-popular event, attract a broader

demographic, and cut down on issues
arising from intoxication, the programming department has revamped the
annual excursion, adding a theme and
precautionary safety measures.
Co-directors of the programming
department Denise Pyfrom, A&S ?l4,
and Gabriela Mejia, A&S ?l3, decided
to make the event casino-themedpartly

?That?s

one of

the reasons why we tried

to get more creative this year, to try to
attract a more diverse crowd from the

student body.?
Diversifying theattendancehasbeen
a goal of the planners of the ALC Boat
Cruise for a few years now, and Mejia
believes that progress has been made.
?My freshman year, it was very much
mostly AHANA students, and over the
past couple years there?s been a big
increase in how mixed the crowd is,?

to

She attributesthis progress partially
the fact that there is a much greater

to get out there and talk to everybody
as opposed to just keeping it within the

within the small
AHAHA community that?s at BC,? Mejia
said. ?Our staff has done a great job of
reaching out.?
They also added the casino theme
council

or keeping it

to entice students who have attended

United States Supreme Court Justice
Stephen Breyer recently approved a stay
on the Belfast Project materials being

soughtby the Police Services ofNorthern
Ireland (PSNI).
The stay, which was issued yesterday,
will remain in place until at least Nov. 16.

whether or not to hear the case of the
Belfast Project.
?It is ordered that the mandate of the
United StatesCourt of Appeals for theFirst
Circuit, case Nos. 11-2511 and 12-1159, is
hereby stayed until November 16, 2012,?
the decision by Breyer read.

See Belfast Project,

the event in the past and may think that
the next boat cruise would be more of

the same.

See Boat Cruise, A4

eun hee kwon /heights staff
Dozens of students turned out for the first-ever major and minor fair in Higgins on Tuesday.

photo courtesy of

denise

pyfrom

The ALC Boat Cruise is being modified this year toattract a more diverse audience and to address safety concerns from previous years.

Outdoors Club

ENERGY EXPERT COMES TO BC

UGBC hosts first major and
minor fair for the undecided
Over 40 majors and
minors represented
in Higgins Atrium
BY HENRY HILLIARD
For The Heights

gains traction
in first year

Over 40 areas of study were represented at the first-ever Major and Minor
Fair held on Tuesdayafternoon.The event
was organizedby the UGBC in collaboration with the Academic Advising Center

BY MICHAEL HEAD

as part

of the inaugural AcademicAdvis-

ing Week.

Tables at the fair featured faculty and
student representatives from the various
fields of study within Arts and Sciences,
as well as representativesfrom the Carroll

School, the Lynch School, and theConnell
School, for students consideringswitching
schools within the University. The Academic Advising Center and CareerCenter
were also on hand.

?The purpose of the Major/Minor Fair
is to represent all the academic depart-

See Major Fair, A4

For The Heights

After years of clearing red tape and

Authors of book on evolution
and religion discuss implications

navigating bureaucracy, the Outdoors
Club of Boston College (OCBC) now enjoys both official recognition as a student
organization and status as one of the most
popular student-run groups on campus.
Growing rapidly in popularity after approvalby the Student Programming Office
(SPO) last year, the club holds meetings
that consistently go over capacity in BC?s

largest lecture halls.
This newfound success comes in
the wake of decades of false starts and
denials?failures still freshly imprinted
in the minds of many students, alumni,
and faculty members. Assistant Dean for
Curriculum Ethan Sullivan, for example,

BY ANDREW SKARAS
Heights

Daniel lee

/

heights

editor

Brenda Shaffer, author of ?Energy Politics? and a professor at the University of Haifa,
Israel,(above) spoke at Boston College on Monday on therole energy plays in politics.

attempted to organize an outdoors club

during his time as an undergraduate in
1992, but ultimately joined the ranks of
those stonewalledby the administration.
?When we brought it forth before BC,
we were declined,? Sullivansaid. ?We were
a little upset, but it wasn?t the end of the
world. We were told that there were a lot
of other groups that had tried to do it before us, and from what I know therehave
been several other attempts since then in
the last 20 years.?
During that time, SPO struggled to
find a place for the club when nothing in

their protocol matched the organization?s
objectives, and many within the office
feared providing funding to a group that
could cause liability issues.
?Proving to SPO that our Outdoors
Club was not simply a disorganizedsocial
group with no vision or long-term plan

See Outdoors Club, A4

OSS teaches smart money

Staff

Creator God, Evolving World, Ormerod
and Cynthia Crysdale draw on Christian
tradition in an attempt to answer some of

?Can a transcendentGod be a personal
God?? Neil Ormerod asked to the crowd
gatheredin Fulton 305 on Mondayevening.
?We are close to God because He is the
source of our being. Our conceptionof God
is too small.Divine existence is not like our
own. It is inexhaustiblymysterious.?
In the modern world, religious ques-

thedifficult questionsregarding the nature
of God and the relationship betweenGod
and science in a format accessible to any
educatedreader.
A professor at the School of Theology
at the University of the South, Crysdale
teachesChristian ethics and theologywith

tions on the nature of God and the rela-

tionship between God and the physical

drawing from the Catholic tradition of
Boston College professor and scholar Ber-

universe are heavily debated by believers
and non-believers alike. In their book

See Creator God, A4

a focus on science and Christian belief,

management strategies
BY JULIE ORENSTEIN
For The Heights

Differentiating between wants and
needs and developing discipline when
budgeting were the principal guidelinesat
the Introduction to Budgeting workshop
Wednesday evening held by successful
Start, Boston College?s financial literacy
program.
Sponsoredby the Officeof Student Services (OSS), the workshop was the second

of seven events scheduledfor this semester

featuring topics ranging from credit and
debt management to understandingfinancial aid. Ultimately, the program hopes to
provideBC students, both undergraduates
and graduates, with the information necessary to become financially literate and
responsible for their lifetime.
Budgeting, said Craig Noyes, direct
loans and corrections specialist in OSS
and BC ?OB, who presented Wednesday?s
workshop, ?requires a lot of intent effort

See Finances, A4

Andrew skaras

/
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Neil Ormerod and Cynthia Crysdale(above), spoke about their book on evolution and religion.
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THREE

things

to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Wind ensemble concert

1

Satuday
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Gasson
100

Come see the University
Wind Ensemble of Boston
College perform its Fall Concert. Conducted by Sebastian Bonaiuto, the group will
perform chamber music that includes selections
from Sparke, Mozart, Grainger, Schubert, and
Locke, among others. This event is free and open
to the public.

Robert A. Kennedy, president of the Connecticut
state highereducationsystem, stepped downlast Fridayamid a series of controversies.Kennedy appeared
to lose thelast ofhis remaining allies lastweek when
the governor of the state andthechair of theBoard of
Regents issued critical statements about his perfor-

The research of Boston College economics professors Utku Unver and Tayfun Somnez was cited by
the Royal Swedish Academy of Science as crucial to
the work thatrecently won this year?s Nobel Prize for
economics. Alvin E. Roth and Lloyd S. Shapley won
the award this year for their work on market design

Today

Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Higgins 300

and matching theory,fields that describehowpeople
and companies find andselect one another.The prizewinning work included breakthroughs in how to assign people and things to stable matches when price

A diversepanel of experts will discuss the
contributions of nuns to American public
life in the time since Vatican 11. This event
is sponsoredby the Boisi Center.

information is not available to help create matches.
Somnez and Unver are experts in matching theory, and

their work on how to matchstudents to public school
assignments and tenants to housing assignments was
includedin the scientific background paper compiled
by theprize committee of theRoyal Swedish Academy.
Theirtheoriesabouttheproper way in which to match
kidney transplantrecipients with suitable donorswas
also featured prominetly in the paper. This work was
alreadypractically appliedin the creation of the New
England Program for Kidney Exchange in 2004.

Thursday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Cushing 001
Come take a journey into the unregulated world of modeling through the eyes
of a 13-year-old Siberian girl whotries to
make it in the modeling industry.

mance as president.Kennedy was harshly criticized
for approving raises for 22 staff membersin the state
higher education system without alerting theboard
of his actions. Two community college presidents
have also come forward and accused Kennedy of
trying to force them out of their positions.

LOCAL NEWS
Newton Mayor requests special
election to vote on tax increase
Mayor Setti Warren recently requested theBoardofAldermen to approve a specialelectionon March 12 to put three
overrides before city voters. If this election is approved,
voters will have thechance to decideona general operating

override that would permanently hike the city?s tax base
by $8.4 million in order to address long-term needs of the
city, such as fixing crumblingroadsand buildinga new fire
station. If the election is approved, voters will also decide
on two debtexclusion overridesthatwouldraise money for
the expansion of overcrowdedelementaryschools.

FEATURED STORY

Muldoon reflects on life, language
BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Heights Editor
Notable poet and current
poetry editor of The New
Yorker Paul Muldoon spoke
to a full room in Devlin Hall
last night, the latest event in
theLowell HumanitiesSeries,
presented in collaboration
with Poetry Days.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
poet had previously visited
Boston College in 2003, and
this time organizers had to
shuffle the massive crowd
to a larger lecture hall to accommodate the hundreds in
attendance.
Followingfellow New Yorker contributorKatherine Boo?s
visit to campus earlier this
month, Muldoonreturned to
read some of his own work,
which reflects on his time
growing up in rural Ireland,
his days spent adjusting to the
American way of life, and his
children. Earlier in the afternoon, the poet met informally
with studentsand faculty for a
colloquium in McElroy.
Introduced on Wednesday
evening by Burns scholarPeter
Fallon as ?a master of contemporary languageandreference
in patterns he constantlyredefines,? Muldoon opened the

grahambeck

a.m.

poet read from works about

his childhood in ruralNorthern
Ireland, focusing on the years
when his mother taught at the
primary school he attended.
?It?s about ?mitchers,? which
are like truants,? Muldoon said.
?Like those who don?t attend
poetry readings.?
Stepping out from behind
the podium, Muldoon changed
the tone of the evening whenhe

10/12/12-10/13/12

?If you could ask the 2012 presidential
candidates one question, what would it be??

to a student at Medeiros Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by an
a report re-

garding found property in the lower
parking lots which was later returned to

the owner.

ambulance.

12:10 a.m.

-

An officer filed a report re-

garding medical assistance provided to a
student at cheverus Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by an

9:43 a.m.
An officer filed a report
regarding a fire alarm activation at the
Hovey House. the Newton Fire Department responded.

ambulance.

-

-

3:22 p.m. An officer filed areport regard-

ing a past larceny at Mcelroy commons.
An officer filed a report regarding assistance provided to a student
-

12:15 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to a
student at Gonzaga Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by an
-

ambulance.
12:25 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to a
-

at Duchense Hall.

student at Walsh Hall who was

6:17 p.m. An officerfiled areport regarding assistance provided to a student at

ambulance.

-

?What do you personally
think America needs right
now??
Sarah Mass,
A&S ?l5

Saturday, october 13

9:16 a.m. An officerfiled a report regarding vandalismobserved in the Mods.

5:06 p.m.

broke into ?Elephant Anthem,?
a song that he claimed ?simply
had to exist.? Untethered, he
strode about the room and
explained pieces of his work
to elucidate its meaning, pausing to describe the concept of
a ?drive-in, not in the sense
of a restaurant, but that of a
movie.?
Concluding the evening
with a few poems about his

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

An officer filed

-

heightS editor

?What can a college freshman
expect interest rates to be like
when he or she graduates??
?Gorov Sodhi,
A&S ?l6

1:08 a.m.

10:27 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding medicalassistance provided to a

Hall.

-

?Would you see increased
funding for birth control as
away to limit abortions??
?Catherine Cummings,
A&S ?l4

An officer filed a report re-

garding an assault and battery at Voute
-

student at Gonzaga Hall who was
transported to a medical facility by an

ambulance.
11:23 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding medicalassistance provided to a
studentwho was transportedto a medical

1:12 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a local fire alarm activation at
StayerHall. No fire department response
occurred.
-

-

facility by an ambulance.
An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
-

1:35 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
-

a student at cheverus Hall.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?What good qualities do you
see in your opponent??
?David Schanker,
A&S ?l5

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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transported to a medical facility by an

cheverus Hall.

11:58 p.m.

house in New Jersey?one
that he mentioned had been
standing since the late 18th
century?Muldoon drew comparisons between the refrain
of a poem and that of a home
itself before opening it up to
audience participation. The
crowd joined in on the choruses of ?The Loaf,? the room
echoing with variationsof the
phrase ?with a pink and apink
and apinkie-pick.?
After reading several more
of his own pieces, including one about the first documented conjoined twins, and
another about the rise and fall
of an unnamed rock group,
Muldoon opened up the floor
to ?observations, queries, and
complaints? from students,
during which he discussed the
very odd nature of a poetry
reading to the poets who must
participate in them.
?One doesn?t want to turn
into a standup comic or anything like it,? Muldoon said
before offering his tie to a student who had complimented
his outfit.
The Lowell Humanities
Series willcontinue on Oct. 30
when novelist and journalist
SusanChoi will readselections
from her upcoming, as-yetuntitled novel. n

POLICE BLOTTER
Friday, october 12
3:15

/

Paul Muldoon, poetry editor of ?The New Yorker,? read selections Wednesday thatreflected on different phases of his life.
evening with a poem called
?Cuba,? a work he described
as incrediblytimely due to his
impendingsense that ?life as we
know it is not going to continue
much longer.?
?I know a poetry reading is
not the way we wouldallchoose
to spend our evenings,? he said
solemnly, before thanking the
crowdfor doing just that.
Moving sequentially, the

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

President of the CT higher education
system steps down amid controversy

BC economists? research featured
in Nobel Prize-winning work

Girl Model Film Screening

3

UNIVERSITY

ON CAMPUS

nuns in american Public Life

2
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Walking the Promises made under duress still
labyrinth of carry weight, according to law expert
senior year

ELEANOR HILDEBRANDT
Heights Editor

?Your moneyor yourlife.? While
this phrase is easily recognizable
as the catchphrase of a back-alley
mugger, less clear is the moral
responsibility of the victim when
responding to theaggressor in that
situation. If a victim attempts to

MATT PALAZZOLO
One week ago I was skidding
through a rough patch of senior
year. Roommate tensions at Mod 14
Bravo were at a record high,largely
due to my actions during the past
weekend. I had recently asked out a
special someone, only to strike out
worse than A-Rod in the playoffs.
Most ominouslythough, I had just
taken the LSAT, and was facing the

daunting duo of law school applications and neglected schoolwork.
I went to O?Neill Library on a
Wednesday night to get work done,
and promptly sank into anuncomfortable nap at one of the booths.
My problems were both literally and
metaphoricallyweighing me down.
Late that night I took a break
from schoolwork, walkedout to
O?Neill Plaza, and called my father
to discuss my post-college career.
As befits an experiencedand accomplished businessman, he calmly
and astutely analyzed my chances

for admittance to law school and
detailedmy jobprospects. He told
me everything thatneeded to be
said, but nothing that I was ready
to hear. I went into the conversation feeling uneasyand melancholy.
By the end, I was staggering on the
ropes, one knockout blow away from
a complete meltdown.As hesaid
goodbye and passed the phone to
my mother, the words on the tip of
my tongue were, ?Mom, I?m scared.?

I couldn?t bear to admitmy fear,

though, and instead chokedout a
brief goodbye. As I put my phone
away, I looked up and saw dozens
of students streaming past me on
the way to the library, and yet felt

completely and utterly alone.
I needed to pick up the pieces
of my self-confidence, and fast. My
feet, seemingly of their own resolve,
carried me away fromO?Neill Plaza.
I glidedpast Gasson, behind Bapst,
and suddenly found myself at the
9/11 Memorialoutside the library.
For those who haven?t visited this
elegant and peaceful place, the 9/11
Memorial is a labyrinth. It is unicursal, which means the labyrinth

has a single elongatedpath that
meandersaroundthe circle multiple
times before arriving at the center.
In a powerfullyemotionalmoment
a month earlierI had visitedthe
memorialon Sept. 11 with my roommates. We slowlywalked through the
labyrinth before huddling together
at the center, reflecting on the lives
lost on that fateful day. In my current moment of crisis, I desperately
hoped the memorialcould provide
me with comfort and guidance.
I slowlypacedthrough the
labyrinth in the drizzlingrain by
myself. AlthoughI felt as though
my life were collapsing around me,
I trudged onward, hoping that the
center of the labyrinth would bring
answers. When I finallyfinished my
journey, I crouched on the balls of
my feet in the center of the circle
for five, then 10, then 15minutes.
I reflected on the tragedy of Sept.
11, and my own personal troubles.
I prayed for guidance, and courage, and hopefor the future. After
enough time had passed, I slowly
plodded back around the labyrinth,
behind Bapst, and finally to my
personal desk and napping quarters
on the fourth floorof O?Neill.
It?s been over a week since that
nadir of my senior year. None of
my first paragraphproblems have
actually been resolved. Roommate

to his threat and the alternative to

Finance 101

continue killing. I think that was
proper capitulation, I thought it was
courageous capitulation, because I
think it exposedboth The New York
Times and The Washington Post to a
lotof criticism abouttheirintegrity,
but I thought it was the right thing

do.?
Shiffrin concluded by positing
that moral progress, especially for

to

those who may be termed morally deficient, cannot happen in
isolation?instead, it depends upon

functional and supportiverelationships, sound institutions, and trust
within a community.
?Even if we had a general social
practice and policy of containment,
avoidance,capture, and segregation

-While the savings don?t

Balancing a checkbook
and figuring out how credit cards work are probably
the last things on a college
student?s mind during
midterm season. It is just
as important to learn
these skills, however, as it
is any other information
one can learn at Boston
College. In addition to the
many resources available
at BC, check out these
helpful toolsfor keeping
yourself and your finances
in check:

monthly payments towards a specific financial
goal, helping them save
money faster. The site also
makes it easy for others to
contribute toward the goal

Many banks offer student checking and savings accounts in addition
-

?The idea that we aren?t at all
responsiblefor thechoices we make
under conditions that we do not
choose wouldbe an element of the
worst kind of libertarian fantasy.
And theidea that we?re not respon-

credit cards.
These usually come with
rewards programs, access
to online planning tools,
and other features specially designed to help college
students stay on budget.
Most banks also offer free

sible for the choices we make under
conditions we should not havebeen

She did not, however, rule out ca-

the bad will, but it runs substantial risks that if will not do much
to contribute to our joint moral
evolution, as opposed to merely

smartphone apps that can

pitulation in all cases, even when it

resulted in detrimentto the victim:

?I think that some cases of

ca-

pitulation are more complex, and

actually involve substantial cour-

the obstructionand frustration of
immoralaims.? n

Belfast Project, from
?If the applicants file a petition
for a writ of certiorari on or before
that date, then the mandate of
the First Circuit is further stayed
until the petition is resolved by
this Court.?
Itis expectedthat Moloneyand
Mclntyre will file a writ of certiorari before Nov. 16. The Supreme
Court will then decidewhether or

not to hear the case.

?Should the petition be denied,
this stay shall terminate automatically,? the decision read. ?In the
event the petition for a writ of
certiorari is granted, the stay shall
terminate upon the sending down
of the judgment of this Court. If
the applicants do not file a petition
for certiorari on or before November 16, then the stay shall expireat
5 p.m. that day.?

The attorneys for Moloneyand

ments

given their arguments careful
consideration and in effect, found
that they are at least meritorious
and that there is a likelihood that
irreparable harm would result if

granted.?

transac-

alerts to remind users of
when their payments are
due.

low.
SALT Money is a

can answer specific ques-

tions from students.

The Day Bank app for

smartphones allows users
to track how much

It may not help you with
your money woes, but
spendster.com is definitely
good for a laugh and may
even be a little thoughtprovoking. The site lets
people upload videos in
which they talk about
their craziest and most
regret-filled purchases. So
far, users have uploaded
stories about over $2 bil-

dent loans both before and
after graduation. It also
connects students with
individual counselors, who

-

Mint.com can help stu-

dents come up with a plan
for making payments on
their student loans and,
after graduation, their car
and house payments as
well. It consolidates information about one?s cash,
place and even sends text

tions easier or alert users
to when their account is

and webinars that help
students manage their stu-

?My clients are encouraged
by today?s grant of a stay of the
mandatefrom the Supreme Court,?
Eamonn Dornan said.
?Justice Breyer has already

was not

and other

-

credit card debt, loans,
and investments all in one

make credit card pay-

program that provides
self-paced online courses

Mclntyre commentedon the news
in a press release yesterday.

the stay

as well.

to student

-

Stay placed on Belfast materials

save money over time.
Campusclipper.com caters
to students in the New
York and Boston areas,
providing them with exclusive savings to restaurants and stores around

-Smartypig.com lets students set up automatic

thereby achieve perfect frustration
of criminal aims, there?s something
deeply morally inadequate about
that approach to moral imperfection,? she said. ?Even coupled with
the side project of preaching to
trigger conversion, that stance can
satisfy an imperative to frustrate

under seems like an element of the
worst sort of utopian fantasy. Many
of the moral situations that are the
hallmarksof responsibility are ones

rack up very quickly,
coupons can help students

their campuses.

orderfor society as a whole to make
moralprogress?to developmorally,
mature in character and habits, and
forge moralrelationships with others?during negotiation, the victim
must actually recognize that he is
speaking with another human and
thus give his promise some weight.

lion worth of bad shopping decisions.

they

spend by entering transactions

by hand or taking

photos of receipts.

-Samantha Costanzo

n

Advising Week kicks off
with help for undeclared
BY ELIZABETH O?CONNOR
For The Heights

feel that true academic advising
is only available to students who
have established strong relationships with professors within their

Academic Advising Week officially began on Monday with an respective departments. Acaadvising event held in Devlin 101 demic Advising Week is meant to
at which panelists spoke to undeshow students that this is not the
clared students aboutwhatfactors case, the coordinators said.
to consider when choosinga major
?There are places on campus,
at Boston College. The event was
such as the Academic Advisthe first of several that will take ing Center and Career Center,
which are open to all students,?
place on campus this week.
Sklar said. ?We want students to
Organizedboth by theAcademic Advising Center and the UGBC realize this invaluable resource
Cabinet?s Academic Advising they have right on campus, and
Coordinators, Academic Advising to understand how approachable
Week features a series of events everyone truly is.?
Both the Academic Advising
designed to teach students about
the resources available to them on Center and the Career Center are
campus. Academic Advising Week accessible for advice on coursehas two UGBC co-coordinators, work while at BC. The Academic
Samantha Sklar, LSOE ?l4, and Advising Center is located in the
Kara Naccarelli, A&S ?l5, who have Bourneuf House on CollegeRoad,
been working with administrators and the Career Center is located
to coordinate these events.

Sklar said she hopes that Mon-

day night?s event served as an
informal advising session, as well
as an opportunity for undeclared
students to hear about the experiences of others during the major
selection process.
?One of our main goals it to
help undeclared freshmen and
correct

ments at news@bcheights.com.

CONSIDER THIS...

?

of those with criminal intent, even
if it were feasible, and we could

sophomores find their way to the

Matt Palazzolo is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescom-

I have in mind here what I
think was the courageous decision
by The New York Times and by The
Washington Post to publish Ted
Kaczynski?s manifesto in response
age

money out of thewallet while handing it over). Shiffrin argued that, in

for about an hour to a room of BC
Law students and faculty in the
East Wing of theBC Law School on
Newton Campus.

tensions in Mod 14 Bravo still sim-

greatest need.

others behaved well,? Shiffrin said
in her introduction. Duress, she
said, triggers something like temporary insanity?it may partly, but
not wholly excuse, actions in such
circumstances. The essential definition of a promise is that it transfers
discretionarypower from promisor
to promisee?that is, it enables the
promisee to direct the promisor to
act in away he otherwise may not
have. Evenif thepromise is obtained
under illegitimatecircumstances,
Shiffrin argued, it must have some

bargain with his attacker, whatvalue
should beplaced on any promises he
makes whileunder duress?
That was the question explored
by Seana Shiffrin, a professor of
philosophy, and Pete Kameron,
Professor of Law and Social Justice inherent value in order to serve as
at UCLA. As part of the Clough
leverage.
Her talk centered around the
Distinguished Lectures in Jurisprudence, Shiffrin came to Boston initial example of the mugger, difCollege on Tuesday, Oct. 16 to ferentiating between meek capitutalk about promises made under lation of the victim (handing over
duress and what implications for the wallet), negotiation (offering a
moral progress come from how ring instead of the wallet), and sursuch promises are viewed.She spoke reptitious subversion(taking some

mer, occasionallyalleviated through

astonishingly bitter gamesof
Super SmashBros. I don?t expect to
reenact scenes fromThe Notebook
anytime soon. Finally,my law school
application process is underway,
with accompanying stress that
dwarfs the similar experienceof
applying to BC. Since last week,
however, I have regained an inner
calm and confidence in myself. Although senior year willbe stressful
and challenging,I am confident that
everythingwillturn out just the way
it should. Despite its minimalistic
beauty, the 9/11 Memorial goes
virtually unnoticedfor 364 days a
year. For me, though, this forgotten
treasure picked me up in my hour of

have not chosen, would not
choose, and should not be in, had
we

resources,? Sklar said.
Naccarelli expressed a similar

helping to guide students through the advisingprocess.
?We wanted to provide them with
an informalenvironment in which
they could express their concerns
and have theirquestions answered
by people who are happy to help,?
interest in

she said.
Sklar and Naccarelli have al-

ready received positive feedback
from students. ?Soon after our first
event, Sam and I were debriefing in
Devlin when a freshman came to
the door and thanked us for holding the panel,? Nacarelli said. ?She
said she left feeling much more
comfortable about the process of
choosing a major. It was so fulfilling to hear that we were providing
a resource that students clearly feel
is necessary.?
Many students on the Heights
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(800) 274 1815

in Southwell Hall at 38 Commonwealth Avenue, just across from
Dunkin? Donuts.

Sklar and Naccarelli feel that
the Major and Minor Fair, which
took place on Tuesday, Oct. 16 in
the Higgins Atrium, was the most
impactful of the events that have
taken place this week. The event
featured students and faculty
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from many different minors and
majors. ?We deliberately chose

have at least one student and
one professor representing each
department so that the students
walking around can hear all the

I#

to
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perspectives,? Sklar said.

The final event was held on
Wednesday, Oct. 17 in Fulton
511 and featured representatives
from the BC Career Center. The
event covered the practical applications of many majors and

how

to

go about

an internship

search, among various other

topics.

?We just want to break down
some of the perceived barriers that I believe surround the
advising system here at BC,?
Naccarelli said. ?We want students to know that there are
resources out there, and that it
is okay to feel ?undeclared and
unprepared.?? n
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successful Start teaches on budgets, credit, taxes
Finances, from A1

thousands in student loans, and

have
and a bit of time.?
This investment of energy pays off,
though, as seenby a directcorrelation betweentime spent budgeting
and our ultimatesuccess in managing your expenses.
on your part

Noyes outlined a three-part
process to budgeting that involves
planning,tracking, and reviewing
our monthlysources of income and
expenditures. The key to this process, said Noyes, is taking an active
role in your budget, consciously
keeping track of purchases, saving,
and setting goals.
He conceded that budgeting
can seem like a bothersome task,
thoughhe stressed the importance
of active money management on a

eun hee kwOn
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Various representativesfrom majors were available for students to speak with.

Major Fair receives
large student turnout
Major Fair, from A1
here at BC in one place, so
that students can more easilyutilize
their resources,? said Sam Sklar,

ments

coordinator of academic advising
for UGBC and LSOE ?l4.
Students who attended the fair
had the opportunity to explore
the various majors and minors
offered at Boston College. What
distinguished the event was the
opportunity to engage in personal

legeas a math major, and endedup
taking a microeconomics course
as a part of my core classes,? said
Lucas Hardy, A&S ?l3, who was
representing the economics table.
?I enjoyed the class so much, and
found it so relevant to my life that
I decided to pursue an economics
major instead.?
For students seeking to potentially switch majors or add an
additionalmajor or minor, thefirst
step is to engage in conversation

long-term scale.
?Connect the immediate monotony of making a budget with
where you ultimately want to be
in the future,? he said.
Noyes also emphasized how
we should always be aware of all of
our debts, especiallyrecent college
graduates who are likely carrying

a

?slush fund? prepared for

unexpected emergencies.
Another topic particularly rel-

students are dangerous
or areas from which
you can scale back on relatively
unnecessary purchases. Certain
categories for spending, such as

you.
If you run into a

roadblock
when budgeting, Noyes said, do
not hesitate to reassess your curplans.

evant to

rent

?money leaks,?

?None of us want to elongatea
timeline or temper what we want
to accomplish, butit?s okay to alter
your goals,? he said.
Getting an early start to budgeting is an excellent learning exercise,
Noyes added. ?It?s a great thing to
start now, building the budgeting
training wheels,? he said, especially for undergraduates doing
work-study as he did during his

food, often add up without us

realizing it, andprove more costly
than we wouldhave thought when
we step backand look at thebigger
picture.
An example Noyes cited was
a hypothetical student
out to dinner every

who goes
Saturday
night with friends, buys one tall
Starbucks drink every weekday,
and downloads a new album from
iTunes once a week. These habits,
Noyes said, would cost more than
$2,330 over one year, proving the

dangers of costly elementsof our
dailyroutines.
To prevent this kind of overspending, Noyes suggested being
willing to make tweaks to your
spending style by researching
cheaper alternatives and prioritizing what is most important to

time at BC.

Whenever you start, though,
Noyes emphasized thatit is imperative to write down your budget,
and that even doing a spreadsheet
on Microsoft Excel is adequate
for creating a basic, organized

said, but he also suggests talking
to friendsand getting advicefrom

those that feel comfortable sharing about how they manage their
money. ?Make it a conversation.?
Aside from workshops on financial literacy topics, successful
Start also offers information and
links to online financial management resources on its website, and

the individualized Peer Money
Mentor program, which provides
personal assistance with budgeting, loans, and other aspects of

financialhealth.
Karen Wullaert, graduate assistant with successful Start and
LGSOE ?l3, said the programsees
a steadyturnout of 15 to 25 people
at each workshop, with up to 40
people attending the presentation

budget.
He also named several useful
websites, including his personal
recommendation, mint.com, for
promoting responsible money
management habits.
?There is a blossoming of blogs

on taxes, a popular and often confusing topic.
The most frequent questions
successful Start programs often
field from students, Wullaert said,
are on student loans and budgeting. Credit card debt, she said,
is a common topic because ?it is
something we don?t usually want

and financial resources online,? he

to talk about.? n

?Creator God? authors connect God and science
Creator God, from A1

contingent events could lead to
a certain outcome. He also referenced St. Thomas Aquinas to

nardLonergan, S.J. Also a Lonergan
scholar, Ormerod serves as professor of theologyat AustralianCatholic University in Sidney, focusing on
historical ecclesiology, the Trinity,
and Christian anthropology.
?What we are trying to do is
show thatit is possible to engage in
a discussion of science and religion,

distinguish between two levels of
contingency.
?At the existence level, onlyGod
is necessary and everything else
is contingent,? Ormerod said. ?By
God causing everything to be, He

can cause determinant outcomes
with an academicadvisor.
through chance.?
interaction with the students and
?Students should come to the
Looking at the problem of posdepartment they are potentially while maintaining a very traditional sible outcomes, Crysdale explained
faculty on hand.
?I think the most valuable part interested in to begin the initial Christian understanding of God,? teleologyand its fall from use in the
of the fair was having the opconversation with the advisor. It is
Ormerodsaid.
modern world. Describing it as ?the
notion that there is a sort of direcportunity to actually speak with a important to have a clear idea of
Comparing the Darwinian apperson about the various fields of what courses will be required for proach to science thatstressedrantionality embedded in the world?s
study, as opposed to just trying to a major or minor before you get domnessandtheclassical approach unfolding,? she said that Darwin
to science that stressed regularity
figure it out yourself by looking at started,? Coolman said.
challenged this sort of thinking
a website,? said Wooyoung Choi,
The Major/Minor Fair is part and the laws of nature, Crysdale when he introduced the notion
A&S ?l6.
of a larger effort by the UGBC to rejected the notion that the two of chance. To solve the problem
BC?s core curriculum, which
ideas are mutually exclusive. She presented by Darwin, Crysdale
improve the quality and commuvaries depending on the school,
nication surrounding students and stressed that there are things in introduced Lonergan?s philosophy
provides an opportunity for stuacademic advising. This particular the world governedby recurrence thatreconciled the two competing
dents to explore new areas of event was a component of the and regular schedules and things schools of thought.
potential interest that they likely platform of UGBC President and governedby probabilities.
?Lonergan talks aboutfinality as
have not been exposed to in an Vice President Chris Osnato and
?Interaction between regularity the upwardly but indeterminately
in-depth manner. Many students Kudzai Taziva, both A&S ?l3, when and probability over many years directed dynamism of the world
find in fulfilling their core reis essentially what evolution is all process,? Crysdalesaid.?When you
campaigning last year.
The event was organized to about,? Crysdale said. ?Natural are trying to solve a puzzle, there
quirements that they actually
discover a new or additional maprovide clarity for many students selection happens when within is a certain direction to your work.
jor or minor.
feeling potentially overwhelmed a population the organisms that When you reach that end, you
?I always encourage students by the process of selecting what have the right traits that match a know it. There is that push, but it
to ?take the best at their best,? to do
to study.
particular environment in a given is indeterminate you don?t know
their research, ask around, find the
?We are hoping for students time and place are able to survive the outcome until you get it.?
best professors, and take the class to leave the fair feeling less lost and reproduce.?
After Crysdale reconciled the
Turning to the theological side possibility of having directionality
they teach the best. This allows and confused about the advising
students to see a subject in a new process and declaringa major. We of the issue, Ormerod grappled to the worldwithout a determinisunderstand that finding the right with the question of reconciling tic worldview,Ormerod addressed
light and potentially study it further,? said Boyd Taylor Coolman, a major for you cannot be solved in divine providenceandthe existence the problem of the coexistence of
of chance in the world. Using the human freedom and God?s proviprofessorrepresenting the theology one?or even three?events dedicated to these topics. However, we example of smoking prevention, dence.He described this in terms of
department.
Many students who came to BC hope this starts conversations and he described how a sequence of the problems of pain, suffering, and
with a specific major in mindoften creates connections for students
to further continue their search,?
end up switching majors once exposed to different courses through said Kara Naccarelli, coordinator
the University?s core curriculum.
of academic advising for UGBC
?I actually came to Boston Coland A&S ?l4. n

evil. In order to solve the problem,
Ormerod discussed the finiteness
of man?s existence and how that
led to man?s suffering. To solve the
problem of evil, he explained evil
in terms of the lack of meaning
and purpose.
?As a lack, it is not caused and,
because it is not caused, God is not

the cause,? Ormerodsaid.
Bringing the discussion back

to answering questions of human

life, Crysdale talked about the presumption of certain resultsfollowing from specific actions and the
patterns of cooperationpresent in
every day life.While many human
actions fall into patterns, she main-

tained that there are also actions
that change probabilities.
This led her to contrast the

ethics of control with the ethics of
risk. Crysdale described the two
systems in terms of how humans
understand the implications of
their actions. Following the ethics
of controlis out of the assumption
of direct causality, while the ethics of risk are based on the idea
that human actions set up conditions and probabilities. Citing a
woman who worked with victims

of theRwandan genocide, Crysdale
stressedthathuman actions ?establish the possibility for new systems
to emerge.? n

?
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The two authors discussed the juxtapositionfound in their book on Monday.

Annual boat cruise has added theme, security

Outdoors Club plans
first events as RSO
Outdoors Club, from A1
for sustainability was tough,? said
Christian Montalvo, publicity director for the OCBC and CSOM
?l3. ?But luckily, due to their patience and willingness to provide

for our organization, we were
eventually able to register as an
official student organization.?
Questions surrounding liability still remained, however. Many
activities and excursions proposed
by the OCBC were potentially

dangerous, and school officials
hesitated to provide funding for
something poised to become an
insurance disaster.
To mitigate this risk, Montalvo and other OCBC leaders
worked closely with Outdoor
Adventures at the Plex, creating
a new Wilderness, First Aid, and

Leadership training program for

students.
?The goal of this training program is to develop student Outdoor Adventure Leaders (OALs)
in-house, to a level where their
expertise is greater than what we
can find and pay for outside of
the Boston College community,
hopefully minimizing the amount

BC

of risk associated with our trips,?

Montalvo said.
This program seems to have
eased the liability concerns of

school officials, and the club now
plans regular rock climbing and
skiing trips without administrative pushback. The program also
allows the OCBC to acquaint

less experienced students with
the outdoors, a vision the founders took great pains to maintain
throughout the group?s establishment.

?We could have always made
OCBC an exclusive club and only
run trips for

Boat Cruise, from

it?s also us still trying to reach a
higher standard every year[for the
cruise],? Mejia said.

?Traditionally, the Boat Cruise
is just dinner, dancing, and away
for BC students to interact and get
to know each other, but we wanted
to add in something that was new,?
Pyfrom said.
The boat will have threefloors:
on the top floor will be the photo
booth, a trademark activity for the
boat cruise. On the middle floor

will be

a

large dance floor with

music provided by BC?s own DJ

Ides. The bottomfloor will have ?a
fully staffed casino with 12 tables
of games,? Pyfrom said.
?It?s just something different
that they can have fun with, and

In addition to the theme, new
security measures will be imple-

mented this year to prevent complications thathaveoccurred in the

of students being
intoxicated when they arrive at
the boat.
?In the past, we?ve had a lot of
run-ins with theboat being delayed
because of having issues with students thatare too intoxicatedto get
on,? Mejia said. ?We?re essentially
trying to be a lot more strict this
year in order to be able to make
the event still run smoothly and
be fun for everybody else. We?re
tightening up our grip a little bit
past as a result

in terms of who?s going to be able
to get on and who?s not going to be
able to get on.?
This year, every student will
have to go through a coat, boot,
and purse check before boarding

the bus that will take them to the
dock. The programming department wants to ensure that students
act responsibly and do not put
the boat cruise at risk of being
cancelled in future years due to
inappropriatebehavior.
?Similarly to the way the concert
was cancelledlast year, if things like
that happen,if we continue to have
problems, we run therisk of getting
our event takenaway from us, and

obviously that?s not something we
would want,? Mejia said. ?That?s

part of the reason that, on our end,
we?re trying to tighten things up,
so the administration knows that

really care about this event,
and it?s not something we want to
risk losing.?
In addition, Mejia and Pyfrom
want the students to represent
BC well.
?Any event that any student
organization puts on for Boston
College students is a reflection
of the student body, and what it
means to be a BC student,? Pyfrom
said. ?So it?s really important to us
that the students who attend our
event act accordingly, act like they
understand what it means to be a
part ofsuch a prestigious university
likeBoston College.? n
we

students with lots of

prior experience,? Montalvo said.

?But we know that sharing the
outdoors, especially with those
who don?t know it as well, is far
more rewarding than any technical climb or winter backpacking
trip.?
In creating what is now one of
the largest student organizations
at BC, the leaders have certainly
fulfilled this core vision, providing
an avenue for all interested students to explore the outdoors.

For Sullivan, this achievement

provides a measure ofclosure and

ly.*!!

satisfaction.
?I was just happy,? Sullivan said.
?I was happy to see that therewas
an outletfor people to dothis kind
of thing. And I was happy for the
students who got it approved.
Because I know how psyched my
friend Pete and I wouldhavebeen
if we had gotten that approval

letter.? n
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92% OF WOMEN CARRY
LIP PROTECTION.
10% OF WOMEN CARRY

HIV PROTECTION.
amfAß.org
American Foundation

for AIDS Research

Boston College Theatre Department and Robsham Theater Arts Center present

WHAT'S MORE

IMPRESSIVE
THAN OUR STATS? OUR
GRADUATES.
At Quinnipiac University, our students are our main focus. It's why we offer
23 graduate degrees in fields ranging from business to health sciences. It's also
why Quinnipiac was ranked a top 10 northern regional university offering a full
range of masters-level programs by U.S. News& World Report and second in
the northern region in U.S. News' Up-and-Coming Schools category.
To find out how Quinnipiac can help you succeed in your career,
call 1-800-462-1944, e-mail graduate@quinnipiac.edu
or visit www.quinnipiac.edu/gradstudies.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
1-800-462-1944 I

Education

Arts & Sciences

Elementary

Molecular & Cell Biology

Secondary
Educational Leadership
Teacher Leadership*

Communications
Interactive Media**
Journalism
Public Relations

Health Sciences
Biomedical Sciences
Cardiovascular Perfusion

Nursing
OccupationalTherapy

(post-professional)*
Pathologists'Assistant
Physician Assistant
Radiologist Assistant

These Shining Lives
Melanie Marnich
Directed by Patricia Riggin
By

Business
InformationTechnology*
MBA**

4iHUM

L

MBA-CFA® Track
(Chartered Financial

*

Analyst)

SS&V

MBA/HCM (Health Care

Management)**
MBA-SCM (Supply Chain
Management)
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MBA/JD (Joint degree in
business and law)
Organizational
Leadership*

Q
Q

A

Law
*Program offered only online
**Program offered on campus
or online

Hamden & North Haven, Connecticut

October 18-20 at 7:30 p.m
October 21 at 2:00 p.m.
Robsham Theater Arts Center
For tickets: www.bc.edu/theatre

STUDENT TICKETS ONLY $10!

or 617.552.4002

Every career path is different. That's
why we help you design your own.

We'll provide the training, coaching
and experiences that allow you to build
relationships and take advantage of
career opportunities. You decide what
happens next?at PwC or beyond.
It's the opportunity of a lifetime.
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

?Creator God, Evolving
World? fits BC?s mission

?Part of me suspects that I?m a loser, and the other part
mighty.?

of me thinks I?m God Al-

-John Lennon (1940-1980), English musician and founding member of The Beatles

The University-sponsored talk on creationsim and evolution
showscommitment to our Jesuit and research-based roots
Boston Collegeis both a Jesuit, Catholic University and a research institution.
Whilethe University maintainsits adherence to Jesuit ideals, it also shows that it
understands current research in various
fieldsandallowsstudentsthe opportunity
to discuss them. The Heights therefore
commends BC and its Lonergan Insti-

?Events like this help
BC students grow both
spiritually and intellecdoing just this by bringing the

tute for

authors of Creator God, Evolving World,
abook about how religion and evolutionary theory are not mutually exclusive,
to campus on Monday for a lecture and
discussion.The University stayed true to
its Jesuit roots while also acknowledging
the ideathat evolutionandcreationismdo

not have to be two distinct theories,but
are rather two theories that can support

and possibly validateeach other.
Evolutionand creationismhave always
been at odds, and the debate over which
of the two is ?correct? continues to be
controversial. By giving authors Cynthia
Crysdale and Neil Ormerod the chance
to speak to BC?s students, the University
opened up a forum in which to discuss
the evolving status of religion in today?s
world. Students were given the opportunity tobecome moreeducatedaboutwhat
creationism and evolution really mean
as theories in a safe and non-judgmental
environment, allowing them to make
better decisions about their own stance
on the matter.
Events like this help BC students grow
both spiritually and intellectually, giving
them the information they need to make
better sense of society?s ever-changing
ideas about science and religion. The
Heights encourages BC to continueproviding students with similarevents.

Register for the
November elections
Even if students are dissatisfied with the presidential
election, they should vote in state and local races
The Heights urges all students to
register to vote for the November2012
elections. Although the deadline for
Massachusetts was yesterday, Oct. 17,
there are still a number of states that
accept mail-inand in-person registrationforms.Students who are residents
of Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Nebraska, South Dakota,
and Alabama still have the opportunity to become registered voters by
Election Day.
We understand that some students
are not particularly interested in the
2012 presidential election. They may
not like either candidate, feel uninformed and therefore unqualified

to vote, or think their vote does not
count due to the Electoral College. The
Heights asks these studentsto remem-

ber that the elections this November
are not just on the national stage, but
on the local one as well. Elections for
Senate, mayor, and even town Boardof
Education leaders are just as competitive as the race between Romney and
Obama and will often have profound
effects on one?s country, state, and/or
community.
We are lucky enough to live in a
country where we can choose to elect
our leaders. Exercise this privilege
and register to vote for November?s
elections.

successful Start Program
teaches financial literacy
The Heights urges students to attend the underutilized
program?s workshops and peer mentoring sessions
For many students not enrolled in
the Carroll School of Management,
budgeting and managing debt may
seem like daunting tasks. Fortunately,
the answer to one?s prayers is closer
than one might think. That answer
comes in the form of successful Start,
the sadly underutilized financial literacy program on campus. The goal
of the successful Start program is to
prepare Boston College students to
be financially literate for their lifetime

?The Heights encourages students to take
advantage of upcoming

successful

Start events,
in order to learn how to
make wise financial decisions for the future.?

through a series of workshops and a
peer mentoring program.Each semester, successful Start hosts workshops,
led by BC employees, professors, and
expert guest speakers, related to many
aspects of personal financial management. With workshop topics ranging

from budgeting to credit management
to student loan repayment, successful
Start is an invaluable resource?and
one that we think students should better employ.
In additionto their workshops, successful Start sponsors the Peer Money
Mentor program, which offers students
one-on-one guidance through the
world of personal financial management. Peer money mentors are perfect
for students looking for more individualizedinformation or those whowould
like additional help beyond what their
workshops offer.
If students are looking for ways to
be more financially savvy, how to get
out of creditcard debt, how to manage
their student loan debts, or simply how
to make a realistic budget, successful
Start is the place to go. Upon entering
thenot-so-distantreal world, many students have no clue how to budget and
no grip on student loandebt. successful
Start can help students create reasonable budgets and alleviatethe financial
stresses students may experience.
The information provided by
cessful Start is vital. Therefore, The
Heights encourages students to take
advantage of upcoming successful Start
events, in order to learn how to make
wise financial decisionsfor the future.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The case for Sean Bielat
The Oct. 4 editionof The Heights featured an article
congressional candidate Joe Kennedy 111,
titled, ?The Kennedy Legacy.? It toutedthe Kennedy
family?s return to politics as well as Joe Kennedy?s limited set of accomplishments. Although the article was
supportive of Kennedy, it unknowingly shed light on
everything that is wrong with his candidacy. Joe Kennedy is running a campaign based largely on his family
name, since the only true experience he can speak of is
his two and a half years as an assistant district attorney.
To bolster Kennedy?s case, that same article claimed
that he was a ?prominent member of the Harvard
Legal Aid Bureau? law firm, which in fact is not even a
law firm. It also stated that Kennedy prosecuted drug

lead a $lOO million defenserobotics program at ißobot
Corporation. These robots were used to disable roadside bombs in the Middle East. At present, Bielat runs
OneClickPolitics.com, an online start-up. As one can

on MA-4

see, his record speaks for itself. If the country were facing a massive litigation or legal problem, then perhaps
the lawyer,Kennedy, wouldbe the man for the job.
The truth is, however, this country faces an economic

and fiscal crisis. Who better to face these problems
than a man whoreceived an MBA from the University
of Pennsylvania Wharton School of Business and has
extensive private sector experience?
I urge everyone to ask himself or herself if

they
would know who Joe Kennedy was if not for his last
name and tremendous family wealth?surely, veryfew
people. This is true because Kennedy has not done
much worthy of recognition. Kennedy would be a
perfectly acceptable candidate if he was still a Kennedy
and had an impressive record to speak of. Unfortunately, this is nowhere near the case. Too many people
complain about not having a worthwhile political
candidate to rally around. Sean Bielat is that candidate.
He is a man with integrity and everything in his record
demonstratesthat he would be an exemplary U.S.
congressman.

criminals and defended domestic abuse victims when
in reality there is no hard evidence of this. As proof
that Kennedy wants to run a low-key campaign, he
only agreed to do one televised debate with his opponent, Sean Bielat, even though Bielat challenged him to
about 15. If he was truly running on something other
than his name, he would be doing many more debates
and interviews.

The contrast between Bielat and Kennedy could
be more stark. Bielat has one of the most robust
resumes of any congressional candidate in the country. He currently serves as a Major in the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve and has worked as a management consultant at McKinsey & Company in addition to having
not
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OPINIONS

How are you two going to make it work? Examining
Thumbs
Up
Apple cidereverywhere- We?ve
already voiced our opinion
on apple cider in this column,

but for those of you who need
a recap, apple cider is the absolute shiznit during the fall.
So you can only imagine our
utter delight when we found out
Hillside was serving warm, delicious applecider.After our long
and treacherouswalk from offcampus in 35-degree weather
(yes, it was that cold yesterday
morning at 7:30 a.m., and yes,
the decrease of temperature
means the increase of difficulty
in our life), there was nothing
quitelikethe baristaat Hillside
warming up some New England
cider for us. If your meal plan
can afford Hillside, we highly
recommend you try their new

seasonaldrink.
Election humor- Love Arrested
Development? Love/like/kindof
like/kind of, but not really like
politics? Then you have to check
out the Tumblr called Lucille
and Mitt, which puts things
Mitt Romney says over pictures
ofLucille Bluth. Even Republicans will giggle at pictures of a
repulsedLucille Bluth in a pink
suit with the caption ?I?m not
sure about these cookies. No,
no they came from the local
7-11 bakery.?

Homework might be illegalFrench president Francois Hollandaise(yes, his last name is a
sauce you put on Eggs Benedict)
has proposed a ban on home-

and patience, but saying it?s too hard is
just saying you?re not willing to put in
the work to keep it going. Sometimes
things go smoothly, and other times
you absolutelywant to kill each other,
like when you see pictures on Face-

MONICA SANCHEZ
When preparing to go abroad for
the semester, and still even now that
I?m in Europe, my friends and acquaintances repeatedly pose to me the question, ?What are you two going to do??
What are we going to do about
what? I have always wondered what
exactly makes college students think
that going abroad is a dead-endfor
relationships, that staying together
is simply implausible. The moment
I would mention my travel plans to
a friend or an acquaintance, I would
almost always receive in return a face
of pure pity and concern. Picture
someone with his or her head tilted to
the side, forehead wrinkled, furrowed
brows and eyes wide open, ferociously
similar to the face of a sad puppy,
looking at me as if someone had died...
What are you two going to do? Granted, my significant other and I started
out as a long-distance

couple, he residing in Vermont and I in California,
so we adapted to the time apart. The
possibility of splitting up because of a
mere three to four months apart had
not yet crossed my mind. But, for the
majority of college students preparing themselves to study abroad, what
makes going abroad synonymous with
splitting up? Let?s start with the most

commonly used excuses:
It?s too hard, you know, doing
the distance thing? Maintaining
a relationship in the same city, let
alone in the same school is not easy
per se. Relationships are hard work,
despite the time apart. It?s a given that

long-distancerelationships require
a stronger degree of communication

book of your other half partying and
acting real foolish, or when finding a
time slot to Skype that suits each of
your schedules according to the time
difference becomes way more complicated than it needs to be. Disagreements and arguments are inevitable.
Sometimes you
miss
each other so
much that
it hurts.
But at

and meet new people
without ties back home, then that?s a
different story. If that?s the case, you
might as well cut ties. The area code
rule shouldn?t apply in real life. Just
because you?re in a different area code
doesn?t mean everything goes.
Maybe you?re afraid of change.
Maybe your relationship is in its
beginning stages and you?re unsure
whether it?s mature enough for the
long-distance commitment. Maybe
you want to keep open the possibility
of meeting someone
new abroad.
Whatever the
want to party

case may be,
if you?re on

least
you have

the fence
about staying together while

someone
you can

abroad, just
give it a try.

miss.

That
shouldn?t

Don?t make

keep a
couple from
giving long-

excuses, espe-

cially if they?re
for selfish reasons
on either end. If
your significant

distance a shot.
I want to
be able to fully
immerse myself?to experience
the culture without
ties back home... I mean,
you?re studying abroad,

which means you?re living in a
foreign country. How does having
a boyfriend or girlfriend back in the
States inhibit you from experiencing
the culture of the foreign country in
which you?re currently residing? How
much you learn about the culture
and how much you immerse yourself
in it depends on how hard you try to
experience new things, to go out of
your way and get to know locals, to
participate in different events and visit
key monuments. Unless, of course, by
saying you want to fully immerse yourself in the culture you really mean you

other really wants
what?s best for you, he
or she will respect the
fact that studying abroad
is a great opportunity and
should want you to have that
unique experience.Despite what
you hear from other Boston College
students, there is hope. My boyfriend
and I are by no means a perfect couple,

but we?re working together as a team.
The distance, while tough, has made
us stronger, and once I get back home,
seeing him will make it all worth it. All
you really need is love and trust, and
the rest will fall into place.
Monica Sanchez is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

workin France, saying it lessens
the value of education, to the
joy of third graders everywhere.
Wow. This is probably the best
and most innovative idea we
have ever heard in the history
of politics. Boston College, you
should probably follow suit, unless you want to seem like an evil
and archaicinstitution. So let?s
enact thatpolicy Monday, okay?
Because we?ve got a few papers
that are seriously hampering
our educationvalue.

Thumbs
Down

Methadone clinics for iPhone users
This brings me back to where I began?being without iPhone hasn?t just
been something I think about, it?s something I feel. My body doesn?t understand
the iPhone void as well as my mind does,
so it?s revolting in peculiar ways?arm
tics and the wordlessdespair in my gut.
We tend to jokethat people are addicted
to their phones when they can?t put them

BUD O?HARA
I?m going through withdrawaland
have been for a few days now. I?m not
exaggerating, either, which is a conclusion most of you will draw once I tellyou
what it is I?m in withdrawalfrom. Inside
my body, there?s a noticeable tension that?s
not usually there. Deep in my esophagus,
somewhere near my stomach, thereis this
constant feeling of not pain, but a sort of
palpable longing. Vaguely, it?s nausea, but

Testy waters- Midterm season is upon us. Be afraid, be
very afraid, because your worst

nightmare has come true: all
your classes have a major graded assignment due in a time
frame of two weeks, or for a
lucky few, three days. We can?t
wait to see our hopes of a good
GPA this semester slip further

and further away.
Voting- Yesterdaywas the last
day to register to vote in Massa-

chusetts, but many otherstates?
deadlines are still one or two
weeks away. If you haven?t registered to vote,please consider
doing so. We live in a country
where we get to choose our
leaderson a national,state, and
local level, and many peoplein
the worldaren?t lucky enough to
have that option. Exercise and
celebratetheprivileges youhave
in a democracy by helping our
country pick new leaders.

Minute natural disastersThere was an earthquake in
Maine Tuesday that apparently couldbefelt inBoston. We
didn?t feel it because we were
locked up in the concrete fortress that is O?Neill Library, but
we do not like this recent trend

of earthquakesin theNortheast.
We already get nailed with

blizzards, nor?easters, hurricanes, thunderstorms, and
usually have crappier weather
than the rest of the country in
general. Now we have another

natural disaster to deal with.
That disastercourse offeredby
C-CERT is looking more appealing by the minute.

it?s also a non-thinkingbodily awareness
of a namelessabsence. My arm is twitching. I notice the twitch as I restrain my
right hand from involuntarilyreaching
down to my right pocket ?where my
iPhone usually is?for, like, the 20th time
today.
My iPhone isn?t lost, and it isn?t

broken. I know exactly where it is?top
drawerof my desk in Rubenstein. I could
grab it at any moment and abate this pain,
but I?m resolved not to. This is cold turkey.
I should stop here and clarifythe
intention of thiscolumn. I don?t intend
to write presumptuously or didactically.
I have no moral aspirations. I don?t want
to suggest that all of you should disconnect from your smartphones for a week

because it will make you a better person.
I am not more holier-than-thoubecause
I exercise self-controlmuscles regularly. I
don?t have my act together in a puritanical sense. I locked my iPhone away in a
fit of whimsy because a friend suggested
it at the beginning of the summer, and
we decided to run with the idea once we
were back at Boston College. I locked my
iPhone away because I thought it would
be fun! Accordingly, thisarticle aims to
offer observations on the experienceof
an iPhoneless existence during a time in
which we humans are becomingsymbiotically dependent on thesedevices.

Bazoomie Wagon

down?when you lose themmid-conversation to a text message so you start
yelling ?YO? at them,raising the volume
of your voice with successive ?Yos,? but
you don?t get a response. You end up looking around incredulously and awkwardly

because despite the body standing next
to you, you?re instantly alone. Your friend
is lost to some dimensionyou don?t have
access to. Once they finish the text you
look at them and are all like, ?Dude you?ve
got a problem,? and they?re all like, ?Huh,
what were you saying?? Then of course
yourespond the only way youknow how:
?SMH, bro.? Excusing my digression, that
word ?addiction? might not be as severe or
ironic as we may have originallythought.
So if anyoneknows where a sort of
methadoneclinic for iPhone users is in
the greaterBrighton/Allston/Brookline
area, please let me know. I am hurting. My
thumb tremblessometimes because it?s
feeling mistreatedor underused.I feel like
a junkie and I?m ashamed. I need a fix.
Other than these corporealresponses,
whichhave been both funny (not funny
peculiar, but funny ?ha-ha? in the most
sardonicof ways) and troubling, my
mentallife hasn?t arrived at anything
profoundly revelatory in this experience,
but it has shifted the scope of its focus.
Days seem brighter in that I?m becoming
slightly more cognizant of the colors in
this worldand how vivid they are in the
sunlight (maybe I?m merely remembering this). As it turns out, iPhone?s retina
displayreally doesn?t stand up to the
number of pixels available in the physical

getting at staring into their phones and
simultaneously navigating the physical
worldwithout lookingdirectly at it. One
morning, I counted how many people
were glued to theirdevices whilst walking
between the Rat and Carney: 34. And get
this?l didn?t see one biped collision! I
don?t even thinkI?m being sarcastic here.
The brain?s capacity for multitasking is

wicked remarkable.
I have felt more attentive during these
cold-turkey times. I don?t mean that I
pay more attention in class (I always pay
attention in class, numbskulls). I mean

that I?ve become more aware of the world
around me. I spend more time looking
at trees, the sky, and BC?s neo-gothic
architecture. I notice people?s faces and
the ways that they interact with (or don?t
interact with) the same physical world
that I exist in.
In that attentiveness, I?m finding that
I?m starting to perceive myself as decidedly ?other? from the masses around me.
By that, I mean that I?ve actually become
more aware of a channel of attention that
I don?t have access to because of iPhone
abstinence. I see people?s gazesoscillate
between the physical world and a virtual
one, and I wonder if they?re enjoying
GIFs of donkeysparagliding(I spend too
much time on Reddit) or are reading some
funny words a person of significance has
directed at them. I?m jealousand in the
dark. At once, thatvirtual worldtakes on
an infinite depth and dimension, from
which I?m necessarily excluded. What I?m
left with is what?s in front, side-to-side,
and above me?all of which turns out to
be more than I had noticed when I was on
iPhone. I?m not going to offer opinions on
whether these conscious experiencesare
?good? or ?bad.? Draw your own conclusions andmake of them what you will.
But, I am eager for my iPhone reunion.
The withdrawalis a bitmuch to bear

voluntarily.

world.This has made me smile at points,
particularly when I walk between classes.
This campus looks pleasantin autumn,
which is nice, youknow?

I?ve marveled at how goodpeople are

BY BEN VADNAL

Bud O?Hara is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomescomments at opinions@
bcheights.com.

justice

GEORGE MASSEY
The following column is an excerpt

from a longer essay by the author:
The way society views and treats
people obviously has an enormous
impact on the individual. David K.
Shipler?s The Working Poor is a book

that takes us inside the lives of the misunderstoodand thus mistreated among
the American poor. One poignant story
is that of Wendy Waxler, a woman who,
throughout her life, found herself taken
advantage of in too many ways. From
the outside, people undoubtedly judged
this woman, but they never knew all
that she went through, and they would
never know the relatively successful,
independent woman she grew up to
be?she eventually got work as a mail
messenger supervisorfor a big law
firm?if not for Shipler?s work.
Tutoring peopletaking ESL (English
as a Second Language) courses at Bunker Hill Community College in Chelsea, I was privileged to meet similarly
strong, courageous people. One woman
I tutored the whole year, named Reina,
experienced a lot of prejudice and
neglect in her native El Salvador, where
she says that women are not seen as
equal to men. Coming to America illegally, she now works in a bakery and
is learningEnglish to help herself out
at her job. Reina is a warm, kind, caring
soul who wants nothing more than to
give her children a better life than the
one she lived.
Waxler and Reina are prime examples of the strength and courage it
takes to overcome societal judgments
and start working your way up toward
earning society?s respect?but should
these people even have to do so much
to earn that respect in the first place?

What can we do, if anything, to avoid
the problem with self-esteem: the conflicts and inequalities it engenders?
I have worked with people I never
had any particular sympathies toward
before?illegal immigrants, alcoholics?and I found myself so moved by
their stories and their drive to improve
themselves and really ?make it? in society. Sure, I tutored English, and sure,
their English improved. But infinitely
more important was the reciprocal action and compassion that I felt in those
tutoring sessions. It was not merely a
tutor and his tutee sitting there learn-

ing English. It was a human beingsitting with another human being, in their
shared humanity, and, through action
and compassion, serving one another

and living an ideal: ?To hell with whatever societal inequalities and conflicts
there may be. I?m here, you?re here.
We?re two human beings, and we have
no need for conflicts and inequalities.?
Some might tell me that I am thinking too deeply about what a volunteer
tutor doesand that my thinking takes
one thing, as good as it might be, and
transforms it into some pretentiously
higher, more profound idealabout humanity. Some might tell me that there
is no profundity in two people?who
society views as very different, namely,
a college student and an illegal immigrant?sitting together as equals
and supposedlyliving out some ideals
about action, compassion, and shared
humanity. Some might tell me that it is
all a bunch of baloney and irrelevant to
everyday life.
I would reply that when someone no
longer sees anything profound in making contact and talking with another
human being, we have a greater social
problem on our hands.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Followus @BCTUTD

George Massey is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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BOSTON COLLEGE AT GEORGIA TECH
keys

to the Game

boston colleGe
1. Execute the X?s and O?s
2. Control the triple option
3. Give Rettig time to pass

GeorGia tech
1. Run, run, run
2. Keep offense on the field
3. Force BC turnovers
players to

watch

boston colleGe

Defense looks to learn from Army game vs. GT
Football, from AlO
Tech now gets a littlebetter understandinghow we might
be playing certain things. We have to be aware of that. It?s
a two-headedcoin over there.?
Senior captain and safety Jim Noelsaid that BC is not
doinganything different in preparationfor this weekends
game thanit did for the Army game,but thatbetter execution will be the biggest factor.
?We?re not too far removed from the Army week, so I
think people have retained the things that we?ve learned
from the Army game to bring over to the Georgia Tech
game,? Noel said. ?We?re not doinganything different in
practice. I think the big thing for us is just to execute on
the defensiveand do the assignment that you?re supposed
to do.?
The lack of execution has been a major issue for the

Eagles all season, just as it was last week at Florida State,
when the defense allowed a whopping 51 points and the
offense onlymanagedsevenpoints of their own. Players are
saying thatthe coacheshave put them in a situation to win
with the preparation, but the aspect of actually executing

their gameplan on the field has been off.
?The X?s and O?s were perfect on Saturday,? saidoffensive tackle Emmett Cleary. ?We had all the looks that we
wanted. It was just a matter of execution.?
Divitto saidthe team?s woeswere due to the same line
of thinking.
?I understand the coaches work their tails off to put
us in the right position and give us the best chance to be
successful,? Divitto said. ?And execution has been an issue.
Great teams minimize the mistakes and they take advantage when the opportunity comes.?
That execution will beespeciallykey against a team like
GeorgiaTech, accordingto Divitto, as its dangerousoffense
willbe a true test of BC?s athleticism.
?Just tempo and execution is huge this week,? Divitto
said.?These triple optionteams really challengeyour execution levels. Theycheckif you?re going to be a soundfootball
team or not. And it?s all assignment football. If you?re off a

step, they?re going to take advantage of it.?
The reality of the matter, however, is that regardless of
howthe players feel abouttheir coach, they still have to go
out every Saturdayand try to get a differentresult. At the

end of the day, everyone just wants to win and turn the
programaroundmidseason.
?We have a lot to overcome at thispoint in the season,?
Divitto said. ?I toldtheguys the more we perseveretogether,
thebetter off andthe closer we?re going to get. I think that
holds true with any family, any organization. Times are
going to be hard, and it?s how you respond and how you
come out with a positive mark?that?s when you lookback
and really appreciate it.?
As a senior captain, Noel has maintained a positive
attitude throughout the season, and sees Saturday?s
matchup against the talented Yellow Jackets as another
opportunity to get better and get the W that everyone
hasbeen looking for. It didn?t come against Army?s triple
optiontwo weeksago, but now Noel is hoping his team
can turn lessons learned from that game into positive
results on Saturday.
?I see [Georgia Tech] just like Army, but just bigger,
stronger, and faster,? Noel said. ?I don?t see it as much of a
concernbecause now that we?ve actuallyplayedan option
team, now we knowhow fast thepace is going to be. I think
this time around, we?ll bebetter prepared for it.? n

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

offense
Chase Rettig
Weight: 213
Height: 6? 3?
Position: QB
Year: Jr.

defense
Steele Divitto
Weight: 226
Height: 6? 3?
Position: LB
Year: Jr.
DAniel lee

/ heighTs

eDiTOr

Chase Rettig and the offense will constantly be checking up on GeorgiaTech?s defensive line, as the Yellow Jackets use a 3-4 defense that has been tricky to figure out on film.

GeorGia tech
offense

Eagles ready for tricky Yellow Jacket defense
BY JONO KEEDY
For The Heights

Tevin Washington
Weight: 205
Height: 6? 0?
Position: QB
Year: Sr.

defense
Isaiah Johnson
Weight: 208
Height: 6? 2?
Position: S
Year: Jr.

outcomes

boston colleGe
will win if...
It can find a way to control
the triple option, and Chase

Rettig and Andre Williams
both have good days.

GeorGia tech
will win if...
It runs the triple option as
well is it usually does, and
can hold BC to under 30
points.

for live Game
coveraGe follow
us on twitter
@bcheiGhtslive

Chase Rettig will have to keep an eye on his blind side
the entire game this weekendagainst Georgia Tech?s 3-4
defensivefront.The YellowJackets? tricky defensiveformation, even with an interim defensive coordinator, will constantly try to confuse the Boston College quarterback.
?It is complicated sometimes, being in the odd front
with four linebackers,? Rettig said.?Those defenses tend to
be moremobileand trying to confuse the quarterback and
make him make bad decisions. If we see things we didn?t
see in film this week, we?ll be sure to talk about them on
the sidelines.?
The odd defensive front with only three defensive
linemen should make it easier for running back Andre
Williams to find gaps.
?It?s always a littlebit easier to run against an odd defense justbecause theD-Line?there?s only three of them,?
Williams said. ?They have holes.?
There will be some element of surprise on Saturday,
though, since this will be the Yellow Jackets? first game
without their old defensive coordinator, Al Groh.
?I?m not really to sure what they?re goingto give us on
defense because the defensive coordinatorleft over the
bye week so we?re justtrying to prepare for everything,?
Williams said.
Both BC andGeorgiaTechhave struggledwith consistency, and a strongfourth quartercouldmakethedifference
on Saturday.
?Any team that has lost many close games has created some awareness of how much goes into winning a
football gameand how much one must put forth to win a
football game,? Rettig said.?Georgia Tech hasbeen in two
overtime games in which they lost. Theyare very hungry,
and we are too.?
Burdened bya four-game losingstreak, the Eagles have
been working even harder to get a win.
?It?s hard,? said senior offensive tackleEmmett Cleary

of the team morale. ?I?m not going to say it?s not affecting
people,because wheneveryou put so much into something
and it?s not going well, it has some effect. The reason why
I love our team is because we?ve been practicing better
than ever, guys are playing their asses off, and we just have
to win.?

to be in it

Players Supporting Spaz
The BC players haveheard the criticism of headcoach
Frank Spaziani, but they said that they have felt prepared
by the coaches heading into games this season.
?I feel we are veryprepared this season,? saidsophomore
wide receiver Spiffy Evans. ?I would not blame anything
that has happened this season on the coaches because
they are not playing the game. They are upstairs making
the gameplan, but it?s not them out theremaking theplays
or not making the plays. As for the losses, we take full
responsibility as a team and as a unit.?
The Eagles showed confidencein their coach and said
that execution on their end has been the reason for poor
results so far thisyear.
?Coach Spaz has been here for a while,and he?s been
on some very successful teams,? addedlinebackerSteele
Divitto. ?It?s not like he doesn?t know what he?s doing.
He?d been the defensive coordinator for so many years.
It?s about just everyone buying in and trusting that we?re
going to get it done.?
Senior safety Jim Noelsaidtheperception that Spaziani
doesn?t fully care about the program is misguided.
?Spaz cares tremendously about this program,? Noel
said. ?I think he?d give his own life for this program, and
that?s what people don?t really see from the outside and
that?s what the players see on the inside. He?s just gone
about the same business as he has since day one, since he
got the head coaching job.?
Some players havebeen using their own personalgoals
as motivation during this rough stretch.
?The way thatcoach Spaz states it is ?the huddle is getting smaller,?? Williams said.?At 1-5, not everybody is going

Pantale Returns
Chris Pantale continues to test his abilityafter a preseason ankle injury sidelinedhim for four weeks.BC hasn?t
found consistency at the tight end position in Pantale?s
absence,butthe senior captain is excitedabouthis potential
for the rest of the season.
?It?s very exciting, and I was a littlemore nervous than
I?ve been in thepast yearsplayingbecause you neverknow
[after an injury] whatkind ofconditionyou?re in, but I was
mostly justexcited to be out therewith my team and help
them in any waypossible,? Pantalesaid.
Pantalehas been slowlyworking his way back into the
rotation, trying to avoidfurther injury to his ankle.
?I knew myreps were going to be limited,and throughout thisweek I?ve still been workingback into the offense,?
hesaid. ?It?s been a while since I?ve been a part of the offense, soit?s nice just hearing theplaysagain and beingback
in the huddle and where I?m supposed to be. Now that I
have a full week under my belt, after this week, I hopeto
be more involved in the offense and do anything to help
Chase and the offense to move down the field and score
some points.?
This is the first time in his footballcareer that Pantale
has had to deal with a serious injury, and it?s helpedhim
find perspective.
?It?s indescribable how I?ve gonemy whole career
without getting hurt,? Pantalesaid. ?My senior year I have
an injury, and find out I?m missing a substantial part of my
season. It?s kind of heartbreaking.Itputs a real perspective
on life. You justhave to moveon and get better, and keep
a mindset that you?re goingto work one day at a time and
hopefully things will workout in the long run.? n

for the right reasons, but for those people that
have dreamsand aspirations, win or lose, youstill have to
come out and getbetter.You can?t really beworrying about
a win ora loss or what?s going on here and there with the
coaching staffand the players. You have to figure out how
to focus on what you want to get out of it.?

Run goes beyond athletics
Red Bandana Race, from AlO
of pride for him and our BC family.?
It is things like thisthat makes BC athletics great. While winning championships and
setting school records is certainly a goal of
all teams, buildinga community is the most
important part. It all starts with the coaches,
sense

who assure that theirplayers are not only
working hard in practice and games but also
in the classroomand out in the community.
Last week,Ohio State?s Cardale Jones,
a third-string quarterback,tweeted,?Why
should we have to go to class if we came
here to play FOOTBALL, we ain?t come to
play SCHOOL classes are POINTLESS.?
Sure, student athletes typically attendthe
school that they dofor the sport. BC stands
for something more, however. It expects
its athletes to take their academics seriously. It pushes themto take an active role
in the community. It gives them thetools
to be men and women for others, just like

Crowther did on Sept. 11. BC athletes cannot be defined simply by the sports they

play.
Watching the sea of red bandanas unite
on Linden Lane for the start of the race, I
was reminded of BC?s expectationsfor its
student body. Crowther has been recognized
as the truest form of a modern day hero, and
whilehis passing is tragic, we should also
make sure to look at what his sacrifice says
about his character. He put the lives of others ahead of his own, and acted as a model
for how we should live daily. He is a testament to his parents, family, coaches, teachers, and the ideals set forth by BC. Thank
you, Welles, for bringing us together in your
name, and remindingus of what we are
called to do as membersof this University.

Chris Marino is the Assoc. Sports Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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Theannual Welles Remy CrowtherRed BandanaRun showedwhat BC is all about.
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The Week Ahead

Standings

Football travels to face Georgia
Tech?s triple option attack. Men?s
hockey gets a shot at revenge
against Northeastern Saturday
night. Volleyball plays NC State
on the road tomorrow, while field
hockey gets UConn tonight. The
WorldSeries starts next week.

Recap from Last Week

Austin Tedesco

19-11

Greg Joyce

17-13

Heights Staff

16-14

Chris Marino

14-16

Game of the Week

Football got blown out by Florida
State. Northeastern upset men?s
hockey in BC?s season opener.
Men?s soccer forced a draw with
Clemson,while the women?s team fell
in a close contenst with Maryland.
The Giants defeated the Reds for a
spot in the NLCS.

Men?s Hockey

Guest Editor:
Charlotte Parish

Boston
College

Northeastern vs.

Metro Editor

Northeasternknocked the Eagles down two
spots in the rankings after defeating them
3-1 last weekend, but BC gets a chance for
some early-season revenge this Saturday
night against the Huskies. BC will rely on its
first two lines to create most of the offensive
opportunities while the third and fourth lines
look to find cohesion. Huskie goalie Chris
Rawlings has been rock solid between the
pipes, and it will take a strong attack to get
goals past him in this matchup.

?Friday NightLights taught me everythingI
know aboutfootball and life.?
...

Greg Joyce
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games
Football:BC at Georgia Tech

Austin Tedesco
Asst. Sports Editor

Charlotte Parish

MetroEditor

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

BC

BC

BC

BC

NCSU

NCSU

NCSU

BC

BC

UConn

UConn

UConn

Tigers and Giants

Tigers and Cardinals

Tigers and Cardinals

Tigers and Giants

M. Hockey: No.3 BC vs. No. 14 Northeastern

Volleyball: BC at NC State

Field Hockey: No. 16BC vs. No. 4 UConn
Who will play in the World Series?

Chris Marino
Assoc. Sports Editor

Sat. 7 p.m. Kelley Rink

Hock finds comfort in team
the week getting named ACC Freshman of the Week, I

Hock, from AlO
the strong freshman class.
?I think the biggest class on the volleyballteam is the
freshman class, with six girls that are freshmen,? Hock
said. ?It?s great because we have an automatic bond, becausewe are going throughBC together, first experiences
and everything they are peopleyou canrelate to. Even
the older girls are easy to relate to, it?s just nice having
freshmen that are there every step of the way.?
While Hock was able to quickly feel at home in the
company of her teammates, she did not feel at home
on the court, as one would expect, until the Eagles? first
game, which resulted in a victory.
?The first game I played with my team?l think it
was against Binghamton in the summer during our
preseason, when we hosted a tournament?was the
best experience I had had with the team,? Hock said.
?In practices, obviously you are trying to do six-on-six,
but you don?t really get that connection until you play
?

and you really have to work together.
Getting that rhythm in our first game was definitely a
marking experience.?
That early experience has culminated in solid play
on the court for the new Eagle. Since that Binghamton
game,Hock has foundher niche on the backrow of the
court for theEagles. With a match-high 19 digs in a win
at Wake Forest on Oct. 5, and 17 digs and six assists in a
win at Duke on Oct. 6, Hock was honoredto earn ACC
Freshman of the Week for the weekof October 1-7.
?That was really exciting, especially coming off of
a win over Duke. That definitely helped our chances,?
Hock said. ?It?s the first time in BC history we have ever
beaten Duke, and that?s probably the best game I?ve
ever been ableto play in, which was unreal. Topping off
a different team

was honored.?
As a defensive specialist, a lotof responsibility onthe
court rests on the shoulders of Hock. In orderfor the
Eagles to be successful, Hock relies on her high energy
and composure to help lead the team.
?I coordinate the back row,? Hock said. ?I play an
energy role, so I try to keep the energy up on the court
and use communication as much as I can while staying

within myself.?
So far, Hock?s defensive leadership has provedeffective for the Eagles. Aside from the program?s first-ever
win over perennial ACC powerhouse Duke, BC has
recorded quality victories over conference opponents
Maryland, Virginia, and Wake Forest, as well as larger
programssuch as Mississippi State and GeorgeWashington. With such positive results, Hockis excitedabout the
Eagles? potential this year, as well as in the future.
?I think that, as a team, we are growing so much in
just one season that the possibilitiesare endless,? Hock
said. ?The fact that it is such a young team is so exciting
because I havethreemore years in thisprogram. Already
improving is really exciting for now andthe future.?
With Hock continuing to direct traffic from the
back row, the Eagles look to build off the improvement and tenacity they have shown so far this season.
Through the support of her teammates and the school
as a whole, Hock has been successful on the court, and
looks to continue this success as she settles in from the

West Coast.
?The community at BC has made the transition really easy,? Hock said. ?The players on my team always
have advice for how to get places and whatever I need,
which has really helped. They?re honestly some of my

best friends here.? n
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The men?s hockey team will look to redeem its early season loss to Northeastern in the teams? Saturday rematch.

York preps teams for home opener
Hockey Home Opener, from

AlO

experienced as BC, arguably the most talented
team in the nation, given its USA Today No. 1
ranking justa week ago, the pitfalls of early season

gamesremain. This early in the season, the Eagles
do not know everything about their opponents
and neither do the opponents know everything
about BC.
?When we get through one round of our league,
we?ll have an idea about how UMass is going to
play, how Northeastern is going to play, but right
now I think it?s even more [important] how we play,
because we?re not quitesure how [they] are going to
forecheck or how they?re going to play defense, and
later on we?ll know that,? York said.

jOnOkeedy / heighTs

beck

Early-season contests reflect a team?s talent and
whether that talent has come together yet, as well
as pure luck. Just as its opponents are still figuring
out exactly who the Eagles are, so are the talented
reigning national champions.
?It?s not just one moment, but a wholebunch of
situations that occur that will formulate how we?ll
be as a club?our character, our willingness to work
hard, our compete level,? York said. ?All those things
can?t really be a snapshot. It really has to be a body
of work. As the year goes on, we?ll try to develop
that identity. We have an identity ofhow BC hockey
wants to play, but each team is just a littlebit different in that identity.?
In the end, BC fans may not have to get used to a
losing record, only a different hockey team. n

sTAff

Charlie Rugg (17) and the men?s soccer team could not overcome a tough Brown defense in Tuesday?s

BC struggles in midweek match
Men?s Soccer, from AlO
back and we gift them a stupid goal, that?s really all
there is to say.?
That defensive error aside, the game was a stalemate for the better part of the 90 minutes. The first
half producedvery few good opportunities for either
team, as the Eagles outshot Brown 8-2.
The only true first-half chance came after the 25minute mark, when BC midfielderColin Murphy?s
strike barely glanced the woodworkon its way over
the net.
Much of this can be creditedto the two defenses,
as Brown has given itself a reputation for being notoriously hard to score on this season. The Bears have
allowed a mere seven goals through 13 games this
season, and have picked up eight shutouts to date.
Senior goalkeeper Sam Kernan-Schloss earned his
seventh shutout of the campaign, registering four

the first half, and Kelly acknowledged as much.
He sounded a bit defeated as he stated, ?We had a
couple of chances early in the first half, same as in
the Clemson game. We couldn?t finish them off, and
it hurt us.?
The tide began to turn against the Eagles late in
the second half, as Brown took most of the initiative
going forward. BC played with what appeared to be
a lone striker, Charlie Rugg, for most of the game.
Freshman Derrick Boateng, who had been featured
in everygamethis season, was absentfrom the lineup
due to injury. With Rugg isolated and Boateng on
the bench, the Eagles appeared to stagnate in the
offensive third late in the game.
Kelly?s team will wrap up the regular season with
three perenniallytough ACC matchups, as they go
on the road to face Duke and North Carolina on
either side of entertaining Virginia at home. Each

of these games will be crucial for Kelly?s squad, and
the coach took a mentality of ?moving onto the next
?They?re a very good defensive team,? Kelly said. one? following this tough loss.
?They have some big, strong athleteswho play good
?We?ve got to bounce back,? he said. ?We need to
soccer and don?t give muchaway easily. I don?t think
go down to Duke and get a result, then do the same
we did enough in the offensive end, but they didn?t
with Virginia here and go beat North Carolina. We
give anything away either. Credit to their defense.?
need to end up with a quarterfinal game at home[in
The run of play was certainly in BC?s favor in the ACC tournament]. That?s our goal.? n

CHRISTIE'S
EDUCATION

mm

0

CAMPUS VISIT

ta
At

BOSTON COLLEGE
OCTOBER 22

Our admissions officers will be available
to discuss a wide variety of postgraduate
study opportunities, including Master's
programs and Postgraduate Diploma and
Certificate options.

saves.

SCOREBOARD

Football

Tallahassee,Fla 10/13 M. Hockey

7 Williams 104 rush yds BC
1
51 Manuel 438 pa yds 4 td nu
3
Newton, ma 10/11 W. Soccer
W. Soccer
BC
2
Mewis 1 g 1 a BC
6
g
UM
3
NCSU
a
Brock 1 1
2

BC
FSU

CHRISTIE'S

EDUCATION I NEW YORK

Boston, ma 10/13 M. Soccer

Whitney 1 g 5 sh BC
Roy 1 g 2 sh CU

Newton, MA 10/13 M. Soccer

0
0

Newton,ma 10/14 Volleyball
McCaffrey 2 g 2 a BC
0

Stanko 1 g FSU

Please contact Hilary Smith at
hsmith@christies.edu for more
information.

3

Luthy 0 ga 0 sv BC
0
Mizell 0 ga 2 sv Brown 1
Chestnut Hill, Ma 10/12
Castle 8 k 3 ast 14 dig
Yildirim 13 k 9 dig

Volleyball

BC
miami

2
3

Newton, ma 10/2

sv

Luthy 1 ga 3
Maurey 1 g 6 sh

Chestnut Hill, Ma 10/14
Workman 18k 19 dig
Leaf 16k 9 dig
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Crowther
race reminds
us of BC duty

Saturday, 3:00 p.m. Bobby Dodd stadium, atlanta, ga.

SEEING TRIPLE
BC readies for Georgia Tech?s
triple option, similar to Army

CHRIS MARINO

BY GREG JOYCE
SportsEditor

Last Saturday, I had the privilege of
running in the eighth annual Welles Remy
CrowtherRed Bandana Run. The run,
which is sponsoredannuallyby the Boston College Service and Learning Center,
is namedin honor of Welles Crowther.
For those who don?t know Crowther?s
story, it is one of sacrifice and admirably

Two weeks ago, Boston Collegegot poundedbyArmy?s
triple option. The Eagles are now preparing for a bigger,

and faster version of that offense?Georgia
Tech.
After Army rushed for a total of 516 yards against BC,
the defense is trying to use that shellacking as a learning
stronger,

?

AGAIN

experienceto prepare for thisSaturday?s challenge.

?They?re very similar to Army, obviouslywith the triple
option, but they?re bigger, faster, more physical, and their
skill players are probably better,? said linebacker Steele
Divitto. ?Their quarterback [Tevin Washington] is very
impressive, a very impressive runner, just a great athlete.
Army wasn?t very big up front, but Georgia Tech is much
bigger up front. Theycan probably run about the same, if
not fasterthan Army.?
The Yellow Jackets average an output of 331 rushing
yards per game,which is goodfor third-bestin the country.
Meanwhile, the Eagles? rushing defenseranks 117 th in the
country (out of 120 teams), and it?ll have to make major
adjustments if it expects to stop Georgia Tech.

?It?s going to bea greatchallenge,? Divitto said. ?In away,
going to use the Army week as an advantage, just because we?ve already seen[the tripleoption]. But whateverwe
did in preparation for Army wasn?t goodenough,clearly. Soit

we?re

justneeds to be thatmuch better this week in practice.?
The preparation for each weekstarts fromthe top, and
head coach Frank Spaziani knows that his team needs a
good week of practice to try and learn what went wrong
at Army.
?Playing against a similaroffensehas to bebeneficialin
experience,? Spaziani said in his weekly ACC teleconference
yesterday. ?On the other side of the coin, I think Georgia

See Seeing Triple, A8

mantra of ?men and
women for others.? During the attacks of

exemplifiesBC?s

Sept. 11, the BC alumnus passed away
in the flaming WorldTrade Center as he

helped lead people to safety. The former
Eagles lacrosseplayer?s heroics were realized by the symbolic red bandana he traditionallywore, as people came forward
to recognize the man whosaved them.
Since this Eagle?s great deed, people
have come together to rememberand appreciate Crowther?s life through an annual
SK. Hundreds attended the athletic event

and wore red bandanas in honorof the
man who gave his life for others.
Included in this group were a number
of BC athletic teams. The baseball, softball, field hockey, track, women?s lacrosse,
and men?s club lacrosseteams, alongwith
some coaches, all made a consolidatedeffort to respect the life of Crowther andall
that he stood for on the day of the attacks
by either working at the race or running it
themselves.
For those athletes, Crowther represents a model for how they want to act in
their lives.
?BC athletes, we allshare an inner
Eagle that we allrelate to each other,? said
Maria Pandolfo of the softball team to
BC Athletics. ?The fact that one of us did
something like thatmakes us proud. The
fact that people went around saying this
BC athlete did this kind of thing is just a

See Red Bandana Race, A8
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Boston Collegewill once again see a triple optionrun attack, just as it did in its loss toArmy. The defense will have itshandsfull as it attempts to shut down the groundgame at GeorgiaTech.

Men?s soccer unable to keep up with Brown
BY ANDREW KLOKIW
Heights

behind them. The sophomore forward
collectedtheball off of his chest, pushed it

Staff

Two steps forward, one step back.
Since starting the season at an abysmal
2-3-1, the Boston College men?s soccer
Brown

1

Boston College 0

had strung
together a sevengame unbeaten
team

into open space, and slotted it home to the
far post of keeper Justin Luthy?s goal.
With 3:47 remaining on the clock, the

Eagles were as good as beaten when the
ball hit the back of the net.
?We played fine, it was a pretty even
game,? Kelly said. ?I thought that was just

shocking goal to give away. I don?t exactlyknowwhat our defensewas thinking.
One guy was running one way, another
a

the other way, and there was no cover.

That?s all. It didn?t look like anything was
going to happen, and then we give them
a stupid goal. Bad organization in the

See Men?s Soccer, A9

five of those coming as victories. Yet
Brown (10-1-2, 2-0-1 Ivy) brought the
Eagles down to earth with merely 3:47 remaining in regulationon Tuesdayevening
in Chestnut Hill, as striker Ben Maurey
notched the only goal of a heartbreaking
1-0 loss for BC (7-4-3, 2-1-2 ACC).
Head coach Ed Kelly?s team had put
together an impressive streak of 485
minutes and two seconds withoutallowing the opposition to score. Maurey made
sure that this streak, which had lastedfor
three games,would not reach a fourth.
The goal was beautifully set up by
Brown midfielder Tom McNamara.
The senior collected a loose ball in his
defensive half of the field, sidestepped a
defender, and sent a long ball to the top
of the 18-yardbox.
The two Eagle central defenders, Chris
jOnOkeedy / heighTs sTaff
Ager and Nick Corliss, miscommunicated
and somehow allowed Maurey to get in Chris Ager (left) and JustinLuthy contained theBrown offense until thefinal minutesof the match.

run,

graham beck / heighTs ediTOr

After an upset loss at Northeastern, the Eagleswill look to turn it aroundin two conference games.

Hockey looks beyond early loss
BY RYAN DOWD
For The Heights
Boston College fans may not be used
with a losingrecord, but
No.
3 Eagles stand after
that?s where the
their first game of the season: 0-1.
After a 3-1 defeat at the hands of
Hockey East rival No. 14 Northeastern,
head coach Jerry York and his Eagles
to a hockey team

have by

no means

emerged licking their

wounds. This week has been business as
usual for BC, as it prepares for UMass at

Amherst Rink on Friday and for Northeastern yet again in the home opener at
Conte Forum this Saturday.
?We don?t base how we practice on
whether we win or lose,? York said. ?Our
emphasis is always the same, which
revolves around each day trying to get
better. Our emphasis is always, ?here are

?We realize we had two points available last Saturday that we did not get,?
York said. ?We onlyplay 24 times in our
league so these are important games for
us. Forty-eightpoints are availableat the
end of the year. We?ve lost two so we?re
looking forward to getting two points
here [Friday].?
It would be natural to think that the
Eagles may overlook their UMass opponent in anticipation for the glitz and
glam of Banner Night in the homeopener,
let alone a home opener against a team
BC just fell to. But as York pointed out,

Friday night will be the Minutemen?s
home opener as well, in a rink thatpacks
an electric 8,000 fans from both BC and
UMass. Such an environment, alongwith
the Eagles? core of upperclassmen who
have hoisted two out of the last three
national championship trophies, should
not lead to a sleeper gamefor BC.
the fundamentals, here is our scheme,
and here?s how we are going to prepare
?We?re getting outstanding leadership
from Pat Mullane, Steve Whitney, and Pat
this week.??
While the Eagles have not changed Wey,? York said.?They?ve beenoutstandtheir preparation for the weekend?s ing leaders so far.?
Even with a team as talentedand as
matchups, Yorkand his club acknowledge
their disappointment with their most
recent result.
See Hockey Home Opener, A9

Defensive specialist Hock makes splash at
From California to Boston,
Hock has adjusted quickly
BY MATTY PIERCE
For The Heights

Already appearing in 69 sets and finding herself second on the team with 234
digs and 10 aces, not to mention receiving
ACC Freshmanof the Weekhonors on Oct.
8, it is safe to say that the transition from
California to Boston has not fazed Boston
Collegevolleyball?s liberoFranny Hock. With
the support of the squad?s veterans and an
instant bond with the team?s large freshman
class, Hock feels right at home as an Eagle.
?It was definitelyintimidating coming to
this team, becausethe team is so close,? Hock

Football Notebook
INSIDE SPORTS
The offense will be
THIS

said. ?The girls are super nice, so everything
worked out fine, and we all became really
close really fast, and that definitely shows
when we play.?
Growing up in Manhattan Beach, Calif.,
Hock played for the Sunshine Volleyball
club. This competitive club team earned
bids to the JuniorOlympicsfrom 2009-2012
andtook third place at the UlB AAU Beach
VolleyballNational Championship in 2011.

With Hock playing an important role on
this elite club, BC was fortunate to snag
a player of her caliber.
?I saw the program was really growing, and Iknew a lotof thefreshman like
Katty [Workman], Kam [McLain], and
Ariana [Hanley] were coming,? Hock
said. ?[Head coach] Chris [Campbell]
is a really good coach, and Iknew that

Game of the Week

this was his third year
being here, and he
was trying to improve the program.
I loved BC as a school
to begin with, and just
adding volleyball on top
of it made it seem like the
perfect choice for me.?
With a record of 10-11
and wins over tough conference opponents such as Duke,

the Eagles have shown drastic
improvement from just a year

ago when they finished with a final
recordof 7-19. Much of this recent
successcan becredited to Hock and

See Hock, A9
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SCENE AND HEARD,

BY: CAROLINA DEL BUSTO

BRENNAN CARLEY
I?ve always been completelyobsessed
with pop culture?but I?m also fortunate
to have my love of art grounded in some
of the finer things, thanks to some lucky
circumstances. Living just a 20-minute
car ride outside of Manhattan meant lots
of trips to the city for museums, Broadway shows, and orchestral performances,
and it wouldbefoolishof me to overlook

2. ?CARRIE? GETS DARK

1. RED BULL GOES TO SPACE

During New York Comic Con, Chloe Grace Moretz
and Julianne Moore were on site to reveal the teaser

This past weekend, history was made and records were brokenwhen Felix
Baumgartner successfully skydived from the edge of space?yes, you read
correctly, space. A team of scientists workingfor the RedBull Stratosproject
put the jump together.Baumgartner flew up in a heliumballoonand jumped
out of the space capsule from 24.26 miles above earth. He was free-falling
for a littleover four seconds, and the entire jump took under nine minutes.
Whilehe was falling,Baumgartnerreached speeds of up to 833.9 mph, which

these experiencesas anythingless than
formative in my everyday life.
I alsolook to my time in high
school in New York City as essential to
molding my artsy-leaningpersonality.
Lucky enough to attend a school just

poster andshort 55-second teaser trailerfor the new
Carriereboot thathits theatersin the spring of 2013.
The poster is of Moretz?s face covered in blood with
the words ?You Will Know Her Name? written over
it. Based on the novel byStephenKing, this version
of the film is supposedly a closer retelling of the
book, yet it incorporates a bit of cyberbullying a la
the 21st century.

means that he broke the sound barrier as well.

two blocks awayfrom the Metropolitan

Museum of Art?free to students with
IDs?meant lotsof afterschool trips to
visit my favorite haunts in the cavernous

palace of all things art.

4. FEY AND POEHLER UNITE

I?d sneak awayto the Frank Lloyd
Wright Room with friends that I hadn?t
yet shared that secret with. Tucked away
in a nondescript corner of the museum,
Wright?s oak-paneled masterpiecewas
?exactly whatI want my house to look
like,? I?d tell peoplewith awfullypresumptive stars in my eyes, but whocould
blameme?
Likewise, the quiet Chinese garden
with a skylight and a koi pondproved
popular among my friends as I navigated
my way through ancient manuscripts
and clay pots fromthe Ming Dynasty
in search of my secret retreat. Let the
tourists have the Temple of Dendur. I?ll
takethe stone benches and spacious, airy
expanses of my find any day.
Inrecent years, the Met has started
taking significantly more risks in its
exhibitions, surely a result of museumgoers? penchant for paying less than
the ?suggested donation.? A year ago,
the museum?s fashion institute drew
record-breakingcrowds and reviews for
its Alexander McQueen retrospective,
a visually stunning and visionary work

that traced the designer?s career from
his days at art schooluntil his untimely
death in 2010. Each room was like a
theatrical displayof the utmost quality,
one devoted entirelyto his headpieces
and jewelry,another to theperiod of his
work when he drew inspiration from

The big guys in Hollywoodlandhavefinally donesomethingright when it comes to choosinga power couple to
host an award show. There?s no denying that the James
Franco and Anne Hathaway pairing was questionable,
but they have been redeemed with the announcement
that comedy queensTina Fey and Amy Poehler(BC ?93)
will hostthe 2013 GoldenGlobe awards.All we can say
is thank you, NBC, thankyou?you will certainlyseean
increase in those ratings come springtime.

3. ?BIRD? FLIES TO NBC

5. PITT TAKES ON CHANEL

A new season ofArrested Development isn?t the only
thingPortia de Rossi has been up to lately. She?s also
found time to star in a TV movie about the lovable
family of ghouls from the 1960s television show
The Munsters. This NBC movie, titled Mockingbird
Lane, will premiere on Oct. 26. In another win for
de Rossi, Arrested Development will be returning
in its fourth season to Netflix, bringing fans the

It was recently announced thatBrad Pitt wouldbe the
new face for Chanel No. s?making him the first-ever

highly anticipated
televisionshow.

newest

male spokesperson for the women?s perfume. And
these days, what better way to promote perfume than
by television commercials? Yahoo! unveiled the new
ad on Monday, which was filmed in black and white
and features Pitt just standing there, darting his eyes
every which way while whisperinga strange poem, and
ending with the line: ?My luck, my fate, my fortune.
Chanel No. 5. Inevitable.? Right?

installment of the cult

A NOTE ON MUSIC

the blood-soaked battles of the Scottish

Highlands. Turn the next corner to find
an odd assortment of visitors gazing
upon a holographicKate Moss twisting
and turning in a slow-motionfashion
show of thefuture?except it happened
several years ago.
Now the Met has its Regarding
Warhol: Sixty Artists, Fifty Years exhibition on display,rife with artists whose
inclusion come as a surprise to staunchly
old-moneysupporters of the institution. Many of thereviews have criticized
the showfor being all flash with no
substance?more of a gimmick than a
well-thought out showstopper.
Which brings me to the very institution that has replaced the Met for me
duringmy four years here in Boston. The
MFA has evolved in front of my very
eyes, transforming itself into a masterful representative ofboth old and new
arts. Last year?s Chihuly exhibit was one
of the bestshows I?ve ever seen in both
Boston and New York. Curatedintel-

ligently,with a clear emphasis on both
introductionand immersion, the show
lingerson with the green icicle tour
that stilladorns the building?s otherwise
sparse courtyard.
Two falls ago, I went to a screening
of JamesFranco?s Howl at the MFA,
attended by its directors, which struck
me as a major get for Boston. Similarly,
this spring willsee LenaDunham, of
Girls fame, sit downfor a sold-out
conversation with her mother, the artist
Laurie Simmons, demonstratingthe
institution?s clear and receptive grasp on
the cultural moment at hand.
This weekend sees the premiere of
the Mario Testino exhibit In YourFace,
which our spread is based upon this

week. Thefashion photographer has
been truly instrumental in shaping the
worldof pop culture, leading a movement by magazines to replace their cover
modelswith celebrities, a phenomenon
we now treat as nothing more than everyday. Testino said to The Boston Globe
that he picked Boston for his first major
U.S. showcase because he ?was surprised

that a city that seems to me quite conservativewouldbeinterested in my work.?
The MFA, and Boston as a whole, is
hot on theMet?s heels, and the Testino
exhibit proves it. Modernismhas finally
arrived in Boston?whether or not it
puts downroots for good is up to its
Boston audiences.
Brennan Carley is the Arts & Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

@robdelaney (rob delaney,

comedian)

?romney/binders

2012.?

@billmaher(bill maher, tv
personality)
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A carefully selected playlist for a trip to the gym or a run around the Reservoir can enhance a workout by energizing and motivating you.

Music invigorates the body and mind while running
KATIE LEE
Fall is my absolutefavorite time of
year. It?s the time of pumpkins (don?t
get me started on the beauty of anything pumpkin flavored), crisp, cool
air, and the emergence of oversized
sweaters along with the masses of
Hunter rain boots tromping around
campus. Even though this season is
pretty short-livedhere atop Chestnut
Hill, it?s arguably the best time of year.
This fall has been especially great in
terms of new music. We?ve seen fresh
albumsfrom the likes of Ellie Goulding, Mumford & Sons, The xx, Muse,
and many more.
One of my favorite ways to listen
these new albums has been while
running. I?m finishing up training for
a fall marathon and have come to realize there is nothing more rewarding
than a run or workout accompanied
by a killer soundtrack. There?s no
denying that a playlist can make or
to

break the workout. Great music can
push you through those final tough
miles, distract you from how hard
you?re breathing, and make you feel

like you?re legitimately an elite athlete
in a Gatorade commercial.Even if
you have created a few goodplaylists
in the past, chances are they get old
pretty quickly. That being said, this
week I?m dedicating the column to just
a few of my current favorite running
tracks. Even if you?re not a runner,
this playlist can be used for any sort of
sweaty workout, whether you?re log-

ging extra time on the elliptical, facing
walk up the MillionDollar stairs, or
just need that extra motivation to get
your day going.
Here are my top must hears in no
a

particular order:
?Got Somebody (Original Mix)?Moon Boots
This is one of those tracks that just
seem to creep up on you and some-

how become one of the most repeated
songs of the month. It never gets old,
only better. ?Got Somebody? remixes
Wayne Wonder?s familiar ?No Letting
Go? and is created by a disco producer
from Uganda. The track is undeniably appealingand is currently one of
my favorite songs to come up on my
workout playlist.
?Madness?-Muse
Every workout playlist needs a
good rock tune. In this track, Muse
seems to take on some electronic
tones?like a simplified, easier-onthe-ears Skrillex track. I get an instant
adrenaline boost from this one.
?I Can See It In Your Face?-Pretty
Lights
Anythingby Pretty Lights is great
to work out to, in my book. This song
is perfect for an endurance portion or
especially gritty part of your workout.
?Anything Can Happen?-Ellie
Goulding
You may have heard this particular
track on the most recent Beats by DRE
commercial. I love anything by Ellie,
but this is undeniablyupbeat, fun, and
constantly on repeat on my iTunes. I
love finishing up my workout with this

positive track.

?Flesh and Bone?-The Killers
Lyrics can sometimes be my biggest
motivator. This track is off The Killer?s
latest album, Battle Born, and has
some pretty motivating lyrics: ?They?ll
call me the contender / They?ll listen
for the bell / With my face flashing
crimson from the fires of hell.? Check
out the Jacques Lu Cont remix of the

song as well for an electronic-infused
version.

?Can?t Hold Us?-Macklemore &
Ryan Lewis
The tempo picks up on Seattle native Macklemore?s debutalbum with
Ryan Lewis, The Heist, with ?Can?t
Hold Us.? The song creates a powerful mixture of piano keys and foot
stomps/claps that?s captivating and
full of energy.
Finally, it?s also always fun to throw
some classics or throwbacks into
your workout. My personal favorites
include:
?Here I Come? by the Roots,
?B.O.B? by Outkast, and ?Lose Yourself? by Eminem. For some reason, I
can listen to all three of these songs
countless times. They are always great
pick-me-ups, no matter how I?m feeling during my workout.
I hope that these suggestions will
help to spice up your fall workouts!
Good luck!
Katie Lee is a columnist for The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.
com.

?do i love women?
Golly, my Great
Grandfather married
eiGht!?
@billyeichner(billy eicher,
comedian)

?but jeremy is a
theatre major.?

@chelseavperetti(chelsea peretti,

writer,?parks and recreation?)

?not to Get off
topic, but candy
whats your real
name, and not your
stripper

naaaaame

#bands#a # make #her
#daaaaannceee.?
@kylekramer(freelancer)

?will ?mmG tour
purchase tickets at
www.livenation.com
(datpiffexclusive)? Go
to number 1 on the hot
100or what.?

submit your favorite
tweets of the week

for consideration at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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THE CURRENT

GUZMAN

?The Walking Dead? launches Gurira to stardom
Don?t be surprised if you hear plenty of talk praising Danai Gurira in the next
couple of months. This lady?s headedfor stardom.
Born in Grinnell, lowa, to parents from Zimbabwe, Gurira graduated from
Macalester College in Minnesota and went on to receive an MFA from NYU?s
Tisch School of the Arts. Although her screen roles have been relatively minor, Gurira has also acted in the award-nominatedoff-Broadway play In the
Continuum, which she co-wrote.
To date, Gurira?s most prominent acting credit has been on the HBO
series Treme, where she played Jill for six episodes.She also acted in the Oscar-nominatedfilm The Visitor. But she?ll be taking on a more notable, and
bloodier, role in the hit AMC show The Walking Dead, whereshe plays the
katana-wielding Michonne.Michonne is a fan favorite in the Walking Dead
comics, so Gurira is sure to enjoy plenty of screen time hacking zombies
in half. Look for her to make a sizable impact in the show, as well as other
roles in the future.

World of
Bond gets a
shade darker

DAN SIERING
Somethingaboutall those elaborate
gadgets, lavish tuxedoes, shaken (not
stirred) martinis, and suave British one-

PhOTOs
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be tracedback to my dad, who, at a
young age, instilled in me an education
can

Uniformity can lead to

singularity

about Ml6?s most coveted secret agent
(and the fact that Sean Connery was the
best Bond to ever grace the screen).
When I got older, I made sure to catch
the newest chapter of the lan Fleming
based series, which usually consisted of
Pierce Brosnan?s Bond being wrapped up
in compellingyet improbable story lines

Even with seemingly limited options, individuality can reign
Some girls just really knew how to work these
limited choices to the best of their abilities, leaving me with some serious envy. There is a true
skill to looking like you just rolled out of bed, and
lookingreally cool while doing it. That natural
attitudeof not caring was what I craved, and
struggled to attain. There were always those girls
in high school whose uniforms looked so much
more effortlessly cool. Maybe it was the way their

As this school year began, I loaded up numerous shopping carts with everything I would
?need? for college. From new blue pens, to sticky
corkboards, juice glasses, new towels, and pretty
much everything else that Target sells, I came to
school quiteprepared. The best part of going back
to school for me, though, is clothes shopping. But
as much as I love the new wardrobe additionsthat
come with a new school year, with each imminent
September I get nostalgic for my 13 years spent in
a school uniform. Plaid or solid, jumper or skirt,
Peter Pan collar or oxford, knee socks or tights?even though small choices existed, my mornings
were far simpler.
I often look back longingly on the days of
rolling into my uniform, throwing my hair in a
messy bun, slipping into my uniform shoes, and
heading out the door in 10 minutes flat. Although
always a lover of fashion, I am a lover of nothing at 6:30 in the morning, so being able to have
my school makefashion decisionsfor me at that
point was A-OK with me. (You know what?s not
okay though? My uniform shoes?seriously, ew.)
On the other hand, there is something so simply
beautiful about the combination of a kilt and polo.
Simple, classic, standard?except when it?s not.
The ways in which each girl made our utilitarian uniform so uniquely her own never failed to
amaze me. That?s really whatfashion is?taking
something so mundane, ordinary, and standardized, and makingit your own. Although it
defeats the purpose of said uniform, no two girls
ever looked quite the same in them. I miss the
ridiculous headbands, from the simple tartan to

the more outlandish ones adorned with miniature
bird?s nests?yes my friend actually wore this regularly (can?t you see why we are friends?!). Adorning one?s super ugly uniform shoes with custom
laces or ribbons, tying these laces into intricate
patterns, and adding maybe a touch of Wite-Out
graffiti onto them was all therage. Stepping on
the back of these lace up shoes, in essence turning
them into slip-ons, was both forbidden (don?t ask
me why), and utterly cool at the same time. When
fashion choices are few and far between, every

detail counts.

click.
My whole interest in the Bond world

FASHION FORWARD

THERESE TULLY

liners keeps me going back to the theater
to see each new chapter of the spy series.
With the latestBond film, Skyfall, scheduled to hit the silver screen in just a few
weeks, it felt that it was the appropriate
time to examine what makes 007 flicks

that consisted of monster deathrays and
villains with inexplicablegoals of world
domination. The films?which, like their

predecessors, succeed in providing topnotch escapism fiction?were pleasurable, but it seemedthat the filmmakers
were satisfied with continuing to use the
battle tested(and profitable) fantastical
formula for constructing a Bond narrative. Fans may have seen it before, but

knee socks slouched with such defiance, but I
could never quite grasp this. Or how their hair

managed to look both perfectly cool and undid at
the same time. Maybe it was the illegal,tie-dyed
undershirt that poked out from beneath their
uniform polo in a rebelliousfashion. Whatever
it was, I could never quite find a middleplace
between being pulled completelytogether, and
actuallylooking like a zombie.And for those girls

if you keep the gadgets trendy and the
girls attractive, people still come to the
theater.
Then, in 2006, director Martin Campbell and Eon Productions made a leap
of faith and spun the series on its head.
Perhaps it was due to therecent success
of the Bourne spy series or the fact that
the production company had seen growing budgets without growing sales during
the Brosnan era. Whatever the reason,
Eon brought aboardfamed screenwriter
Paul Haggis (Crash, Million Dollar Baby),
hired blue collar bad boy and relative
unknown Daniel Craig as the new Bond,
and set course for a grittier, uncharted
cinematic territory.
The end result was Casino Royale, a

who struck this delicate balance, I hated them
all?okay maybe that?s a bit of an exaggeration.
So much stake was placed in the accessories,

which ranged from the extravagant to the simple.
Whether it be F. Gerald New?s wildly popular
St. Christopher?s metals, available in a range of
sizes, colors, and shapes, or matching friendship
bracelets that you and your 12 closest friends made
on vacation together over the summer on LBI,
each made a clearstatement aboutexactly who
you were and who you hung out with. And then
there was ?service fashion,? as I like to call it. Do
you organize a club on campus that helps underprivileged women in a foreign country? Then you
better have a beaded bracelet made by a woman in
a far away place to show for it. Do you care about
Breast Cancer Awareness Month? Carelesslytack
a pink ribbon askew on the hem of your skirt, that
way everyone knows. These accessories constantly
defined us?they defined our socio-economic posi-

broodingpsychologicalrendition of the
beloved series. While the cars, tuxes, and
girls still remained, scenes of implausible
stunts and flawless spy skillsof yesterday
were replaced with instances of moral
doubt and brash missteps. Yes, most of
the time he?s still as charming as ever,
but occasionallywe got the opportunity
to peer into the psyche of the licensed
killer. It was still patented Bond, but it
was fresh.
Then came Quantum Solace in
2008, a formidableif confusing next

tions, showed who could afford the new, expensive
jewelry,and also acted as a sort of resume, stating

allegianceto club membership.
I willalways miss my uniform-clad days.The way
that breaking the tiniest rules would get teachers
so fired up, and how getting awaywith these gross
transgressions was just so cool. How on some days,
you couldroll in lookinglike a disaster,and no one
said a word, and the next day, it could be a fashion
show. The uniform is the greatequalizer,but not
always.It is the perfect blend of convenience and

of

chapter in the modernbond anthology.
The film excelled in continuing to ground

opportunity. It is what you make out of it. If this all

sounds a little much to you, you clearly never had
to wear a uniform. You never knew whatthat sort
of blank canvas could do to inspire your fashion
choices.
Therese Tully is an editor for The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

Quirky socks, fun headbands, jewelry, and brightly colored
shoelaces are all smallways to let your individuality shine, despite

the limitationsof a school uniform.

Bond in realism, yet became a bit too
eager at the end with all its smash cuts of
highflying action. The character was still
there, but it didn?t have the story.
So now, with the release of Skyfall,
the series? task is clear: prove to audiences that the gritty modern Royale
Bond can be made into a series.
Initial reviews for the film, which is
directed by Oscar winner Sam Mendes
(American Beauty), cite a compelling
plot (some are aligning the tone with

that of The Dark Knight) and a successful revamp of standard Bondcharacters. Well, thosefirst initial reviews are
enough to draw me to the theater.
The cast list is reason enough to see
Skyfall. I think that Daniel Craig is a
remarkableBond. Having experience
playing both heroes, like in the recent
Girl with the Dragon Tattoo adaptation,

and villains (his role in Road to Perdition still gives me chills), Craig seems
to draw on both to bring a shade of
ambivalenceto the spy. He?s still a likeable guy for the audience, but doeshe
even like himself? I can?t wait to watch
the Brit continue to explore the darker
side of Bond.
While the villain tends to be a
semi-B movie character, Mendes and
company went against the norm and
hired Oscar winner Javier Bardem. Bardem plays the menacing double agent
Silva, who, due to past wrongs, is out
to get MI6. The Spanish actor sports
slick blonde hair and even slick suits as

he rattles eerily calm insults at Bond
in the trailer.If Bardem channels the
terror from his infamous role as Anton

Chigurh in No Country For Old Men,
Silva will be a formidableopponent
for Bond, especially in this new, dark,
imperfect Bond world.

alex manTa / heighTs

Dan Siering is theAsst. Arts &
Review Edi torfor The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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testino.

princess

diana
It

was perhaps

this historic and

iconic photo shootthatsolidifiedMario
Testino as Diana, Princess of Wales?
favorite photographer. And the love is
reciprocal. Testino claims that of all

the celebrities he?s shot and worked
with over his long career for either private portraits or Vogue covers, Diana is
hands downhis favorite, as it ?took his
career to another level.?
Five monthsbefore her tragic death
in a 1997 car accidentin Paris, Testino
shot Diana for a VanityFair cover story.
While remembering that day, Testino
states, ?I triedto determinewhatwould
makethe sitting special And I thought
it?s odd that I have the possibility and
opportunity to be sitting nextto her in a
very private way, in a very intimate way.
We started chatting and I said let?s do
it as if we?re just having a conversation,
the two of us, on the sofa. And that?s
how I started photographing her.?
The photos that endedup in Vanity
Fair were so beautiful and so natural
?

The world-famous photographer brings his work to
Boston?s MFA this weekend.
Here are three of the man?s
most iconic works.

that the reception of them was said to
have changed people?s perceptions of
the Princess, making her an even more
approachablefigure thanshe had once
seemed.Diana is wearing littlemakeup,
humble, simple clothing, and sports
a subtle, genuine smirk?all pieces fit
together to emphasize her true clean
beauty.
In 2007, Testino released a book
that featured unseen images from this
monumental photo shoot, and in 2005
they were exhibited at the State Apartments in the Kensington Palace, which
showed the royal figure in a state of

relaxationthatfewhad ever seen before.
Testino claims that this was one of his
most ?real? photo shoots, where he
could actually feel her presence through
the photos that he was so lucky to take
before her untimely death.

Kate moss
Kate Moss sits atop a sink with a tubeofruby-red lipstick in her hand,
suavely straddling the line between fashion forward and commercially
seductive. Isit an advertisementfor a lipstick manufactureror a designer?
Or isit, as the Museum of Fine Arts will argue with its upcoming, groundbreaking exhibition,art worthy of its own massive showcase?
Itis Testino?s specialty, that in-betweenrealmof ?will he or won?t he?
commercialism-meets-arts.Moss herself is no stranger to the juncture as
the face of a number of high-paid campaigns.
What this portrait doesbest is, literally and figuratively, it lifts themask
off the photography process. Moss pouts in front of a mirror thatrefracts
her already dangerously litheframe into thousands of repeating images
that singlehandedly expose the model?s most vulnerable angles while
simultaneously commenting on the very nature of the fashion world as a
whole. In the noticeablebackground of the image stands Testino himself,
a Peruvian-born, London-bred genius, his face completely marred by
the flash of his camera. It?s his work that?s meant to tell the story, not his
face?a fact that rings true once learning that the mastermind has only
spoken publically once in the United States throughout his career.
This one photograph encapsulates a moment in time, emphasizing the
fleetingness that comes with fashion andthe modelswho serve as its lifeblood. Mossis now marriedand taking on fewer gigs than sheused to, save
for high-profile appearances likeher stint at the London Olympics?set
to David Bowie?s ?Fashion,? no less. Testino?s image represents this very
transience as the images of Moss begin to fade the further into the mirror
as one gazes. It?s raw and it?s real. It?s alluring and attention-grabbing.
It?s flirtatious, fascinating, and forward-thinking.
It is, in a word, Testino.

Tom brady
Shedding the helmet and pads, Patriots quarterback Tom Brady put on his formal attire for
Testino?s shoot for VMAN Magazine in August 2012. Sporting a modern tuxedo,Brady pets?or
rather, fends off?an eager DobermanPinscher as he gazes into the famedphotographer?s lens.
In the photo, Testino looks to be embracing the New England hero?s infamous, and sometimes
criticized, good looks while also showing the QB as a commanding force who is able to tame
the beast.
Thecontradictionof classy and fierce in the photo symbolizes Brady?s rare status in American
pop culture. He?s considered one of the greatest, if not the greatest, quarterback in the game
and, at same time, one of the most recognizable male sex symbols in pop culture. In many ways,
Brady has reached the pinnacle in two slices of culture.
Despite occasionally being tagged in the NFL as a pretty boy, Brady seems to embrace the
name and revel in the finer things in life. In the VMAN interview, the athlete discusses his
upbringing and the fact that he came from a loving family where emotions were first. He also
wasn?t afraid to discuss the gushy side of his marriage with the equally famous supermodel
GiseleBundchen and the uncertainty of life after football.
Yet, alongside the words, Testino depicts Tom Terrific as the alpha maleof the pack, remaining calm in the face of vicious advances by the Doberman. Brady might be a bit more emotionally open than the average athlete, but that doesn?t make him any less tenacious on the field.
He?s a man who defies and exceeds the conventional traits of his profession with an uncanny
abundance of grit and charm. It?s a compelling and complex notion that Testino artfully sums
up in a single, simple picture.
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Aldean delivers a wholesome trip with ?Night Train?

CHART TOPPERS

BY JOHN WILEY
For The Heights

1 One More Night
Maroon 5
2 Gangnam Style
Psy
3 Live While We?re
Young
One Direction
4 Some Nights
fun.

lutes to how a woman makes a man

feel at

theend of a hard day?s

work.

Next, please.
Every country artist seems le-

As hip-hop obsesses over the
Lamborghini, country is perfectly
content with its Chevysand Fords.
Based on this distinction, the
genre has long been criticizedfor
being backward, unrefined, and

gally bound to devote at least one
track per album to his bittersweet
longing for a simpler time. Aldean
does just this with ?Feel That Again?
(?Give me some of thatyou and me

out of touch. With American auto

/

manufacturers now at the forefront
of politics, however, the Chevyand

the Ford have become painfully
relevant symbols for the nation?s
future. Country music?s fascination with the working class can no
longer be dismissedas trite. Jason
Aldean?s fifth studio album, Night
Train, celebrates this American
identity, and through its charming
simplicity, makes a strong case for
the country genre.
The Georgia native opens the
album with ?This Nothin? Town,?
a lively anthem tipping its hat to
small town America. Aldean?s storytelling is most resonant when it
pulls togethertragedy and triumph
on thistrack (?That oldabandoned
factory / Just got the wrecking ball
/ We threw a party in the parking
lot / Just to watch it fall?). The track
flirts with the stadiumrock sound,
neatly pairing Springsteen-esque
instrumentals with country vocals, and frankly, it just works. The
following track (?When She Says
Baby?) is far less of an achievement.
It?s one of those old-fashioned sa-

5 We Are Never Ever

Some of that way back when / A
little bit of wild and free / I wanna

Getting Back Together
Taylor Swift
6 Red
Taylor Swift
7 As Long As You Love
Me
Justin Bieberft. Big
Sean

feel thatagain?). Althoughpredictable, Aldean makesthekind of song
everyone sings sound exciting. Just
like a Ford, it isn?t innovative,but it
gets the job donemuchbetter than
most, a definitecharacteristicof the
songwriting on Night Train.
?The Only Way I Know? testifies to the work-hard way of life
?in the middle of nowhere.? It?s
unapologetic, blunt, and represents just about everything great
in country music. There?s a magi-

cal chemistry betweenAldean and
collaboratorsLuke Bryan and Eric
Church, as they take what seem to
be deliberate digs at Washington
(?Full throttlewide open / You get
tired, you don?t show it / Dig a little
deeper when you think you can?t
dig no more / That?s the only way
I know?). It?s the lesson big banks

and bureaucrats could learn from
the blue-collarworker: Not happy?
Work harder.
The lead single off the album
(?Take A Little Ride?) is aboutprecisely whatyou think it is. Yup, driv-

SingleS

Top
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Country singer JasonAldean continues to solidifyhis spot among modern country greats with his fifth studio album.
ing a Chevy has again been worked
into a sexual metaphor. It?s been

doneby many men before him, but
Aldean is hilariousabout it (?Drop
the tailgate down on a turn row /
Watch the corn grow, baby, that?s a
good night?), making it a welcome
addition to the album.
?Night Train,? the album?s title
track, strikes a more profound note:
it?s the simple story of breaking
dailyroutine to listento ?the sound
of steelandold box cars.? For artists
like Aldean, this is precisely what

music is all about: the departure
from the nine-to-fiveto something
far more eternal. The human experience is timeless,and country?s
an art reflecting that fact. ?Staring
at the Sun? works together several
conventional metaphors to argue
that love is a natural phenomenon
(?She?s like finally coming home /
Standin? in the rain / Starin? at the
sun?). It?s simple, and that?s what
makes it brilliant. ?Black Tears? is
the story of an erotic dancer, but
more than that, it?s about the col-

lision of the artificial and natural
(mascara and tears), the conflict

that makes us human.
The albumfittingly closes with
?Water Tower,? a somber salute to
coming home. While most pop
music favors departure, Night
Train is most comfortable returning to where it came from, and

Lamborghini of an
especially tries to
be. It?s the Ford: simple, dependable, and something inextricably
while it?s

no

album, it never

American.

n

1 Babel

Mumford & Sons

2 The Heist
Macklemore
3 Monster
Kiss
4 Lace Up
Machine Gun Kelley
Source:Billboard.com

R&B vet Brandy sports a comback thats a bit ?Two? little too late
BY MATT MAZZARI
For The Heights

its current situation as confusing

Hearing ?9os R&B sensation

Brandy Norwood attempt to make
a comeback album in 2012 is like
watching a camel play water sports:
here is a creature so out of its element
that one can only assume it finds

and terrifying as the onlooker does.
Brandy?s liberal auto-tune, squashy
record skips, and general ?9os-ness
make Two Eleven as anachronistic
to the current hip-hop scene as it is

overlylong.Seriously, whoaskedfor
17 tracksfrom this poor woman? I
imagine Brandy staggering around

the studio in a nylon vest, being
pushed into strange rooms with a
lyric sheet: ?Sing, Brandy! Sing like
Destiny?s Child is still topping the
charts!?

This is actually not Brandy?s first
attempt at reinvention. The artist is
coming off the ephemeral career of
her rap alter-ego, Bran?Nu, whose

collaboration with rapper/producer
Timbaland was retroactively deemed
a horrible mistake by everyone
involved. It?s no wonder this album
seeks the prenatal warmth ofBrandy?s
original launch into mainstream.
Before delving into Two Eleven,

the album name itself deserves attention. Despite seeming like some
sort of sad bastardization of 2011
(which I hear was a big year for
Bran?Nu), the numberactually refers
to Feb. 11, the day that Brandy?s
friend and inspiration, Whitney
Houston, passed away. It?s also

Brandy?s birthday.
This might suggest a more melancholy theme, but thematerial rejects that.In fact, it?s sort of unclear
whether the album commemorates
Whitney Houston?s death or simply
one of Brandy?s favorite numbers.
I?d like to say the album is a reverent examination of life?s mysteri-

cycle, but unfortunately, that
would be an egregious fib. The only
mention of Whitney I could find
in Two Eleven is her name being
whispered?literally, whispered?at
the opening of the secondtrack. It?s
entirely possible I misheard. The
songs are almost exclusively about
lovers, even ?Without You,? which
ous
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Hip-hop artist Brandy fails to return to her old form with ?Two Eleven,? an album full ofobscure lyrics and simple beats.

you would have thought would be a
chance for some nostalgia. Clearly,
Brandy wanted to go in a different

fall in love? while some numbskull
in the studio screws with the clip?s
tone. Brandy joins in top lyricalform,
direction.
postulatingblithelyon ?chivalry? and
Thefirst lyrics youhear off this fine ?the way you flex.? Her part is still
collection set the stage gloriously.The more lucid than Brown?s, though,
track ?Wildest Dreams? opens with as he prattles incoherently in unat?Out of an unknown place / kinda tached, fragmental thoughts. Somelike left field / you came into my life.? thing about ?cake?? Or something?
Thoughhilarious, ?kinda likeleftfield? This is actually one of the worst songs
makes you wonderif Brandy knows I?ve ever heard. Oh God,now they?re
what an idiomis. In ?What You Need,? spelling. Make it end!
Brandy goesfor sexiness in a big way,
Brandy?s crooning, heavily prodescribing in detail what exquisite duced R&B is clearly of a different
sensuality her lover is in for. This era. Even whenshe attempts moderincludes making love by ?waterfalls? nity, it?s a train wreck.Thatisn?t to say,
under a ?sky so sunny? and ?saying of course, that new Brandy doesn?t
sexy words in Spanish.? Are you hyhave a flair for the avant-garde No
perventilatingyet? Because Brandy is siree! You see, she openedher album
gonna throwin some dirty talk:?Yeah
with a synthesized instrumental
baby boy / You?re so mannish I?m titled ?Intro,? and then ended with
another titled ?Outro.? Now, if that
your chef, cook for you?
Whew. Let?s all takefive.
isn?t revolutionary albumstructuring,
All this is fittinglybacked by digiI?ll be the only kid in class without
talinstrumentals, uninspired rhythm a Furby!
loops and bubbly synth hums. The
Brandy?s strange career has piwhole sound is so chiming and geonholed her as an unremarkable
subdued, it borders dangerously on one-trick-pony, like a pony who can
Muzak. Yet the most offensive part of only apply tired R&B style to even
Two Eleven is its single release, ?Put
more tiredconcepts. Or a camel who
it Down, ft. ChrisBrown.? The track plays Waboba.Either way, Two Eleven
is a goofy strike at relevancethat falls
begins with a male voice rapidly repeating ?Imma put it down/ You gon? tremendouslyflat. n
?

?

.

?Lives? is a creative addition to Gibbard?s solid indie repertoire
BY EMMA DONOVAN
For The Heights
If anyone is duefor a fresh start,
it?s Ben Gibbard, the 36-year-old
former lead singer of Death Cab
for Cutie andex-husbandof actress
Zooey Deschanel. Former Lives,
Gibbard?s first proper solo attempt
since hisDeath Cab days, dropped
on Oct. 16. Although the crooning
lyrics ofhis 12new tracksobviously

reference his recent heartbreak
from indie pop-culture?s most
famous bangs, this collection of
songs is anything but depressing.
The album opens with the
bouncy a cappella tune ?Shepherd?s Bush Lullaby.? This Edward
Sharpe-esque ballad is an immediate, and hopefully pleasant,
shock to any Death Cab fan who
expected Former Lives to be a
continuation of the guitar-heavy,
indie-pop vibes of Transatlanticism. In fact, Gibbard strays from
the signature Death Cab sound
in almost every track, infiltrating
his songs with every genre from
jangly folk to Latin. This is an

impressive feat considering that
the singer played and recorded

all of the instruments on the
album himself. The track ?Lady

Adelaide? is a prime example of
Gibbard?s exploration of different sounds. The song begins with
maracas, and a tapping rhythm
uncharacteristic of anything Gibbard has ever produced. Paired
with his soft, sensitive verses, the
mellow tune is a pleasant, if less
than life-changing,addition to any

homeworkplaylist.
Although Former Lives overall
possesses a certain janglyvibe uncharacteristicof any Death Cab album, the subject matter of Gibbard?s
tracks is hardly different than any

on these tracks.
As a Death

Cab fan myself,
when I learned that Gibbard intended to release a solo album I
immediately panicked, assuming
that his solo effort was a response
problems in the band. Fortunately for my fellow fans, Gibbard
has assured the mediathat this is
not the case. Upon hearing this,
my mind was put at ease and I
to

Gibbard was, after all, fresh out
of a divorce from his two-year
marriage. Overall, however, Former Lives is a relatively upbeat

lad as Gibbard croons of relationships, and the woes that come with
continuallyputting his heart on the
line. In the essential track ?A Hard
One to Know,? Gibbard sings of his
familiar themes of confusion and

collection of seemingly unrelated
songs. This tone can be attributed
to the fact that most of the songs
on the album were written before
Gibbard and Deschanel had even
met. Gibbard had actually written

frustration in relationships. With its
familiar qualities of long introductory guitar riffs, and never-quitewhiny crooning verses, the song
would have fit in perfectly with the
likes of Narrow Stairs or even Codes
and Keys. It is because of tracks like

many of the tunes while he was still
working with Death Cab. These
tracks were disregarded, however,

this that returning Death Cab fans
able to accept the new musical
elementsGibbard experimentswith

lates, wheresome truffles might be

chocolate.
Therandom collection of tracks is
forgivablemainlybecause each one is

ing, pleasant, sometimes-surprising
insight into a more personal and
creative side of Gibbard?s music that
Death Cab fans and indie fans in

pleasant. It?s like a box of choco-

an undeniablereflectionofGibbard?s

general should be gladto see.

delicious, whileothers aren?t exactly
my taste, but generally theresult is
still enjoyable, because it?s all still

mastery as a songwriter and accomplishments as a musician. From start
to finish, Former Lives is an interest-

anxiously awaited heartbreak-inspired ballads to compare to Death
Cab?s Plans or Transatlanticism.

of his hits in the past decade. The
gentle, whimsical, heart-on-sleeve
lyrics are ever present in every bal-

are

throughout his career. Each trackis
reminiscent of differentartists, from
Mumford & Sons to Ben Folds. It
is true that the collection of such
different sounding songs feels a
little awkward. But all of the songs
are at the very least enjoyable and

because they didn?t fit the mold
of the band?s guitar-driven indie
sound.
It isn?t hard to tell that Former
Lives is essentially a collection of
misfit songs, written and disregardedby Gibbard at different times
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Temporarilydepartingfrom Death Cab for Cutie, frontman Ben Gibbard deliversa solid collectionof experimentaltracks.

RADIO SINGLES BY SEAN KEELEY
The Rolling Stones
?doom and Gloom?

T.i. feat. Lil Wayne
?Ball?

Taylor Swift

?State of Grace?

This new track by the veteran rockers reaffirms
their penchant for showing off killer riffs. It?s
apunchy four-minute song, with stream-ofconsciousness lyrics describing everything from
a zombie shoot-up to the woes of wars, all tied
together with thechorus, ?all I see is doom and
gloom.? It goesto show that the band?s tight
musicianship is spectacularly undiminished
after all these years.

T-Swift?s latestrelease from her upcoming
album Red doesn?t break much new ground
lyrically?it?s about young love and broken
hearts and full of cliches like ?you?re my
achilles? heel??but musically it?s abit harder
to classify. neither country nor pop, the song
finds Swift attempting to add more expansive
soundscapes and layered voices to her sound,
and the song builds nicely to a crescendo.

T.I. tries to make a step back toward the
limelight with this new single, which is
unlikely to make much of a splash. The beat
is not terribly memorable and the hook is
lame, with T.I. monotonously intoning, ?This
club so packed / these hoes so drunk.? a
verse by lil wayne doesn?t do much to spice
things up, despite a good line about Donald

Trump.
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PATHWAY THROUGH BOSTON
BY ANDREW SKARAS
A whiff of luxury at
historical cigar shop,
L.J. Peretti Company
One of the great accomplishments of
the public healthmovements of the last 50
years is the declineof smoking in America.
While Mad Men glorifies an age in which
most adults were chain-smokers and no
business meeting was complete without
a glass of choice bourbon or Scotch, it is
safe to say that America breathes easier

with fewer smokers in its midst.
Althoughtobacco may play a smaller
part in today?s society and economy than
ever before, that is not to say that the plant
has not had an importantrole in America?s
development as a nation. Right off Boston
Common, at 2½ Park Square, is L.J. Peretti

Company, a store that has watched these
changes occur and has continuedto blend
and sell tobacco in a manner unchanged
by the passing of the years.
When you walk into the shop, the ro-

bust aroma of pure tobaccowafts through
the air and brings the history of the shop

COurTesy
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The Peretti Company continues a traditionof smoking luxury cigars startedover 50 years ago.

alongwith it. In operationfor over 140
years, the store looks like it has not
changedduring that period of time. If
you order loose-leaf tobacco, it will be

measuredon a balance that could have
been used around 100 years ago.
Gazing upon the wallsof the shop,
it is clear that the selection cannot be
beat. There are countless tins of tobacco from all parts of the world that
has been hand-blended by the experts

the high-back leather chairs provided
by the establishmentfor the customer
who wishes to enjoy his pipe or cigar

Whether or not you are an experienced purveyor of fine tobacco, L. J.
Peretti is a unique and rare shop that
is absolutely worth a visit. Even the

non-smokercan appreciate thehistori-

who work at the shop. In addition to
the loose-leaf selection, the shop carries numerous brands of cigarettes,

from the most common Marlborosto
the most obscure specialtybrands.
For the cigar aficionado, there
are cigars hailing from every major
tobacco-producing country (except
Cuba, unfortunately). The humidors
are filled with a quality selection at
reasonable prices, especially when
buying in bulk.
In additionto the tobaccoproducts
they sell, the store also has a wide assortment of smoking paraphernalia.
Ranging from a cheap pipe for the novice smoker to a full-sized humidor to
PHOTO COurTesy Of GOOGIe imaGes
store cigars for your next dinnerparty,
Older Bostonians are generallyfound inside the shop, sitting in signature leather chairs.
their product selection is large enough
to accommodate whatever your budget
in the company of other tobacco encal significance of the shop and enjoy
thusiasts. There is a certain old-world perusing the window display thatis full
happens to be. In addition to their assortment of new pipes, they also have
feel that is present, as the conversation of old antiques. For those of you who
restored and antique pipes for people shifts seamlessly from weightier topics do enjoy theoccasional pipe of tobacco
who want to smoke a bit of history.
such as politics and the economy to or celebratory cigar, this is the place in
If you wander in at the right time lighter ones such as social life.
Boston to procure those supplies. n

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
10/08/12 10/13/12
Man pulls knife at western

of day, you will find several sharply
dressed elderly gentlemen sitting in

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Sampling the Square?s hidden tavern

avenue star Market

At 1:28p.m., an officer responded to a scene where a suspect had pulled aknife on the security
guard inside the parking lot at 370 Western Avenue. Officers were interviewing the suspect
inside the bus stop and the victim at the nearby Star Market. The victim stated that the
suspect was inside the Star Market causing a disturbance and was told by one of the store
managers to leave. While the victim was escorting the suspect out of the store, the suspect
swung his hand at him, turned and faced him, and then pulled a knife. The victim stated that
he slapped theknife out of the suspect?s hand, and the knife fell to the ground and he picked
it up and secured it before turning it in to officers on the scene. The victim also stated that

he could smell alcohol on the suspect?s breath.

apartment of deceased man broken into
At about 7 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 12, officers reported to 1202 CommonwealthAvenue in Allston
for a breaking and entering call. Upon arrival, the officer met with the stepbrother and
stepsister-in-law of the recently deceased occupant of the apartment. They stated that they
had come out to clean the apartment (as the occupant had died on Oct. 8) and upon being
led to the apartment by the property mannager, they observed that the door was ajar and
unlocked. There were no signs of forced entry, but they noticed that a television and laptop
computer were missing.
PHOTO

Cab driver berates rider over disputed payment
At about 2:30 p.m., a call was recieved from a victim who stated that the operatorof a cab forced
her to pay the fare from Logan Airport twice and thenrefused to give the victim her bags unless
she paid. The victim stated that when shereached her destination,sheused a credit cardmachine
in theback seat of the cab, which thankedher for her payment. The cab driver then toldher that
it did not go through and she had to do it again. The victim told him the machine said payment
was accepted, but the driverinsisted it was not and got into the backseat of the cab with her and
madeher swipe hercard again underflat rate. The victim statedthat the first payment was $46.10
and the second payment was $40.10, for which thedriver gave her arecipt. The driver then threw
her bags onto the sidewalk and drove away. The victim took a picture of the car?s plates as he
drove away and provided this to officers.

BY LAUREN TOTINO
For The Heights

There is something altogethercharming,
effortless, cozy, quaint, and distinctly charismatic about Park Restaurant and Bar that
evades definition or description. Located in
Harvard Square, its character is immediately

palpableinside the door, when the blast of
winter air is overtaken by the hearty smell of
food, and the warmth of chatting and laughter.

-

of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gatheredby CharlotteParish, Metro Editor

Courtesy

HOUSE AD

What to expect is always the question
when visiting a restaurant for the first time,
whether by recommendation or through
adventurous spirit?there is a buzz of excitement in the unknown. At Park, that buzz will
be effectively transformed into a stomachfull
of delicious, creative food, a few hours of interesting conversation, and a satisfying feeling
that the night, and money, was well spent.
Immediately upon entering, diners are
greetedby a smiling hostess and a bustling
wait staff. The service was crisp and professional, while never losing its personal or comfortable feel. Even on a Friday, presumably the
busiest night of the week, when the restaurant
and bar are visibly overflowing with people to
be waited on, diners will not feel in the least
bit neglected, or as if they are just another
table to be served. Waiters are extremely
friendly and personable, and attentive to their
tables, as they often return multiple times per
course to check on diners and their meals.
They were also knowledgeable about the various menu offerings, and were not hesitant to
make recommendationswhen asked.
The service on its own would have merited
a greatexperience, but the atmosphere of
the restaurant and the food were equally as
impressive. Almost hidden from the street,
the restaurant is tucked into the base of a
building, down a few stairs below street level.

With low ceilings, dim lights, big booth seating, antiqued wood tabling, and walls lined
with old photos and prints, the decor is classy
in an unconventional, relaxed way.
It is a modern tavern, nestledperfectly
into the atmosphere of Harvard Square as
an extension of the history that surrounds it.
Although Park is rather new to the area, as
it opened in April of 2012, it maintains the
distinct impression that it has been there for
a long time. It gives a warm feeling, as exactly

COurTesy
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the place one might want to step into out of
the swirl of a Boston fall, or the numbing cold
of a New England winter.
The menu is a delightful blend of creatively alteredAmerican classics, designedby
executive chef Mark Goldberg. Goldberghas
had ample experienceover the last 15 years
cooking in some of Boston?s most highly regarded restaurants, and this is evident in both

the presentation and the quality of food. The
menu offers an appropriateamount of variety

that showcases Goldberg?s talent and creativity without becoming overwhelming.

Location: 59 JFK St., Cambridge
cuisine: Americana
signatureDish:
atmosphere: 9 /

The PARK Patty Melt
10

averagepLate: $l6

overaLL experience: B+

The food is boldbut honest, a hearty and
delicious take on comfort food that offers a
truly unmatched dining experience.The price
range can be tailored to fit any budget or palate?for a light eater, even the starters provide
a sufficient meal.The entrees include red
meat, chicken, and fish, as well as vegetarian
options such as risotto, and the specifics of
the dishes change seasonally,so their fall and
winter dishes compliment the weather and
changing leaves nicely.
With no prior knowledge of the restaurant,
its eclectic menu, or its tradition of impeccable service, Park is an incredibly pleasant
surprise. There is something here for everyone, and yet the restaurant remains true to
itself and the experience it seeks to provide.
This is what makes it such a unique dining
experience.It would suit a romantic date
night, a dinner with roommates, or a Parents?
Weekend outing. But no matter which it is,
Park is an excellent choice for great food and
a memorable evening. Once you have been
there, you may find yourself soon hoping to

go back. n
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Mind Yo? Business

Presidential
debates spur

EXPRESS

to New York City from

Alewife & Riverside Stations!
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Departures from Cambridge's Alewife Station
Riverside Station

?

Stops in the heart of Manhattan

Kickass Cupcakes? loyalfan base has made their food truck a hit.
MARC FRANCIS
Four years have gone by so
quickly. It seems like just yesterday
I was watching Sarah Palin tell Katie
Couric about all of the newspapers
and literature she consumes in her
spare time. It is evident that the
American populace was much more

intrigued by last term?s election than
the lackluster race of 2012. Person-

ally, I remember greatly awaiting the
election results of 2008?either way,
history was going to be made with the
first African American president or
the first female vice president. I recall
entering the voting booth with my
parents as a child, excited to get my
first peek at what voting would be like
for me in four years. Unfortunately,
the Barack Obama-Mitt Romney race
of today bears no resemblance to the
dramatic, humorous, and ground-

breaking former election.
Every election season, I am
reluctant to watch the presidential
debates. If you have been reading the
headlines of Yahoo! News for the last
year, then it is easy to predict the topics that will be discussed, alongwith
the viewpoints of each candidate.

Tuesday night?s presidential debate
was filled with bantering, discourtesy,
and the usual persuasive techniques.
It appears that Americans have finally
managed to master the art of rhetoric
filtering?we detectwhen politicians
are simply telling us what we want to
hear, rather than dishing out the true
tea. The last debate was a healthy
mix of petty talk and substantial
responses. I am not fervently supporting either campaign, but Obama

appeared to have won the debate.
Even if you are one of those

people who express an indifference
for politics, you must at least care

about tax policy, since it affects all
of us. ?So what I?ve said is, your first
$250,000 worthof income, no change.
And that means 98 percent of American families, 97 percent of small
businesses, they will not see a tax
increase,? said the president regarding his proposed tax plan. He also
did a fairly decent job of convincing
his viewers that Romney is a typical
rich guy who does not give two hoots

about the middleclass.
Furthermore, he made sure to
point out yet again that Romney?s tax
rate is lower than that of thousands

of working-class Americans.Obama
recognized that under Romney?s tax
plan, major cuts wouldbe given to
everyone across the board and create over 800,000 jobs. According to
Obama, the problem is that these jobs
will be created overseas and not in
the mainlandUnited States. Although
I am by no means a tax expert, I place
my faith in Romney?s plan for the sake
of my potential financial growth?as
a future investor, I see myself having
an incentive to take more risks and
generate more gains under a system
where I know my earnings will not be
heavily taxed.
Another heated topic was the
oil market and our involvement in
the Middle East. ?So here?s what I?ve

Proceeds from
Throwdown go to
winner?s charity

&

Newton's

-

Penn Station stop with connections to Long Island Railroad, New Jersey Transit,
NYC Subway and more

\u25a0 FREE Wifi service available on board
? Comfortable, modern motorcoaches equipped with electrical
outlets and restrooms
?

Advance online booking discounts

Prices starting as low as $8.00!

Food truck event brainchild of
Somerville?s Kickass Cupcakes

%

Food Trucks, from 810
Grilled Cheese, Staff Meal, and The Cookie Monstah, some
of which may be familiar to the Boston College student
population, as a few of these trucks park their tasty fare in

Cleveland Circle.
It was evidentfrom the lines that snaked in and around
Dewey Square up until the end of the evening that all of the
trucks brought their top game. Favorites tastes from the event
include the Mei Mei Street Kitchen Double Awesome scallion pancake with fried egg, and the Bon Me Dog, a hot dog
with the Vietnamese-styletoppings that garnish theirbetterknown sandwichesand rice bowls.The trucks were serving
lines of customers for the entirety of the day?apparently,
inexpensive and delicious food is an easy way to get people
out and about in spite of the 40 and 50-degree fall weather
that seems to be descendingrapidly upon the city.

The Throwdown was the brainchild of Sara Ross, the
and founder of Kickass Cupcakes, which has a store
in Somerville, Mass. as well as a roaming truck that can be
found off of Newbury or in Copley Square on theweekends.
She came up with the idea for the competition earlier this
year and found enthusiastic support when she shared it
owner

with the food truck association in New York City. Trucks
from Boston were chosen by a vote through the Food Truck
Throwdown website, prior to the competition, while the
seven trucks from New York were chosen among themselves.
The turnout and amount of support shown is a good indicator that a Second Annual Throwdown will be in the works
for next year. n
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Rosin explores pop culture?s treatment of female characters
Hanna Rosin, from 810
of their discussion was theiragreement on men?s failure to
adapt to the new economy. Women have always been the
minority, andhave been marginalized their whole lives, so
they are used to working hard and moving their way up
from the bottom to the top. It is harderfor men, whohave
always been at the top?if you were in a position of power,
why would you ever need to change? Men are trying to
define a new role for themselves in an increasingly womandominatedworld.
Rosin?s novel contains many references to pop culture
andhow it has reflected the changing role of women. Gottfried, who teaches about women in pop culture at BU, had
much to say on the topic as well. A new female character is

emerging in books and movies such as The Girl With the
Dragon Tattoo and The Hunger Games who is both tough
and armored on the outside, but vulnerable and confused
on the inside.This has coincided with a new appearance of
non-emasculatingimages of a man as theprimary caretaker
in movies and shows such as What to Expect When You?re
Expecting and Guys With Kids, both of which showthe new

ships where they were not tied down.She drew gaspsand
chatterfrom thecrowdwith an interesting statistic: the way
college students datenow does not erodetheir capacity for
successful long-term relationships in the future andhas not
affected therate of marriages out of colleges.

archetype of a ?sexy dad.?

Rosin madethe disclaimerthat, despitethenovel?s cheery
pink and yellow cover, it is in no way a triumphantfeminist
manifesto, and that the end of men is not a direction in

One of the most interesting and relevant discussions
about Rosins book came in the chapter about relationships
in collegeandthe much-discussed?hookup culture.? Before
she wrote the chapter,Rosin said that shehad alwaysviewed

which she wants the world to be going. She describes the
ideal world as a place where definitions of gender are less
rigid, so that if one of her sons was to take his childrento the
park on a Friday afternoon, the sight of him there wouldn?t

the hookupcultureas by men andfor men, but was surprised
interestedin
long-termrelationships andinstead enjoyedcasualrelation-

be an anomaly. Shelookedforwardto a positive futurewhere
people are not defined by preset roles in society, but instead
by their traits andcharacter. n

to learn that many college-agewomen were not

Person
to
Watch
Person

done since I?ve been president. We

have increased oil production to the
highest levels in 16 years. Natural gas
production is the highest it?s been in
decades,? Obama said. He expressed
great concern with efficient oil
production, and called out Romney
for not planning for the future of our
environment.
Here?s the thing?Obama is
absolutelyfantastic at saying things

he knows the public, especially the
young citizens, will eat up. The modern day youth are obsessed with the
environment and equality, two issues
that Obama constantly addresses. He
spoke of women in business, referencing the ?glass ceiling,? and the income gap between men and women.
Both candidates spoke of education
reform programs that will increase
the overallwelfare of society as well
as the income disparity. Raised by a
single mother, he is able to relate to
the everyday hardships of Americans.
Obama is playing off the interests of

the young people because the future
of our country is in their hands.

By: Jacqueline

JenniferRemis Cavanaugh graduatedfrom Boston College in 2005 with a communication degree.She currently
works as a senior learning and development specialist
at Vistaprint, the leading online provider of marketing
products and services to smallbusinesses around the
globe. In this capacity, Cavanaugh designs, develops,and
facilitatesthe new Globaland Local Orientation Program.
She also servesas the lead facilitator in the Management

Who: Jennifer Remis Cavanaugh, BC ?05
What: Cavanaugh works as the senior learning
and developmentspecialist of Vistaprint.
Where: At Vistaprint, Cavanaugh is constantly
involved with her coworkers and overall
organizational activity.
Why it matters: Moststudents

will not earntheir
dream jobsright after graduation. Itis important
to learn and gain experience from every job.

metro@bcheights.com.

Cavanaugh did not arrive at this job directly after
graduation.?Please takethe time to realize and accept that
your first jobmost likely won?t be your dream joband may
not beas glamorousas you had once envisioned, but don?t
let this get you down.These experienceshelp shape our
paths for thefuture,? shesaidwhen asked whatadvice she
would give seniors regarding the transition from college
to the workforce.
Soon after graduating,Cavanaughtook a jobat Hollister, Inc. as a staffingconsultant. Sherecruited, interviewed,
evaluated, and matched qualified candidates to client
requirements to ensure client satisfaction and retention.
After a little over a year withHollister, she began a new job
working at Callanan& Klein Communications. In her 11monthtenure with the company, sheworkedas anaccount
and event coordinator, organizing all the logisticalaspects
of events, handling the media outreach, and writing and
editing press releases. Cavanaugh then worked at Boston

University as a recruiting operationsmanager
before subsequentlybeginning work at
Vistaprint. Since commencing her

reading,from the community I?m interacting with, or from
my bright colleagues,? Cavanaugh said. ?I am constantly
challengedat work and feel like the products we produce
are so rewarding as theyreally doprovide significantvalue
to Vistaprint and to its employees.?
Cavanaughacknowledgedthat althoughthe transition
from college to the workforce can be an adjustment, it is
also an extremelyexciting time. She urges BC students to
never stop learningand trying their hardest.
?The levelof effort you put forth determineswhat you
will get out ofyour experiencein the end,? Cavanaugh said.
?And most important, remember, we end up spending
quite a bit of our lives at our jobs and in our careers, so
never stop challenging yourself to be your best and to be
in a role that you are passionateabout and at a company
you truly love. Jobs like this do exist, it may just take a
littlebit of extra effort, time and energy to get yourself
there?but remember while you are getting there, have
fun doingit!? n

work at Vistaprint, she has been
promoted from seniorlearning
associate to learningspecialist and finally to her current

Development Program.

?[My] role falls into the realm of Human Resources
and is concerned with organizational activity aimed at
bettering the performance of individuals and groups in
the organizationalsettings of Vistaprint,? Cavanaugh said.
?It is a challenging and rewarding role that allows me to
interact with people at all different levels, in all different
functions, and across all of our global locations.?

Marc Francis is the Asst. Metro Editor
for The Heights. He can be reached at

Parisi

position as a senior learning
specialist.

?My most favorite aspect
of my role is the relationship
building and networking I
am able to do. I also love that
in my job I never stop learning,
whether it be from the books I am
PHOTO COurTesy Of GOOGIe imaGes
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Players? contracts debated
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The Charles River has been the crime scene of tworecent tragedies,prompting concern.

Dailey cause of death uncertain
described Daileyas ?very creative and intelligent, with an eccentric side.? Dailey?s sister
Robyn Dailey Hoffman expressed her grief
Examiner has determinedneithera causenor on a Facebook page titled ?Missing Jonathan
a manner of death.Investigatorsare considerDailey? that was created in memory of her
ing all possibilities as it concerns the cause of brother, posting on Thursday, ?We are all in
death, foul play, and suicide included. Wark agony, disbelief, andshockright now. Not only
reported to Peoplemagazine that themedical from the helplessness of having Jon be missexaminer is requesting additional specialized ing and the overwhelming grief of knowing
he has died, but also because of the horror
testing and toxicologyon the body.
The 23-year-old North Carolina native of not knowing what happened.? The Dailey
was a second-yeargraduatestudent at Boston
family, indeed, hasreceived little information
a
ArchitecturalCollege,and had been taking
about the death.
semester off from course work at the time of
The morning of Thursday, Oct. 11 then
his death.
brought news of the unthinkable?MasDailey?s long-time friendandroommate, sachusetts State Police issued a news release
Miles Smith, with whomhe sharedan apartthat indicatedthat a thirdbody was found in
ment in Allston, wasleft shockedand speechthe Charles River. A half hour later,however,
less by the discoveryTuesday morning. CitMass. State Police declared that this news
ing that it was ?out of character? for Dailey was an old releaseof one of the initial events,
to just simply disappear, Smith added that
and was somehow resent to all media news
Dailey was last seen in their apartment the outlets in the Boston area. Mass. StatePolice
night of Tuesday, Oct. 2 afterhe came home apologized in a statement for the internal
fromhis job as a sales associate at American glitchin its emailsystem that causedthefalse
Apparel on Brattle Street in Harvard Square. advisory.
The two ate pizza and watched an episode
Althoughthe two eventssurroundingCoof the The Office before Smith went to bed lon-RodriguezandDailey were unrelated, the
around 9 p.m.
familiesof the victims sharethegrief of having
Smith never saw Dailey after that, and lost a loved one.RaquelColonreported to the
on Oct. 5, the young student was officially Fenway-KenmorePatch that shefeels deeply
reported missing. Smith said that he does for Dailey?s family since they are both strugnot believe someone would want to harm his
gling to cope with the sudden disappearance
roommate.
and deathof a family member.
Both Dailey andSmith receivedbachelor?s
?We?re never going to meet each other,?
degrees in architecture from Appalachian Colon said of the Dailey family, ?but we?re
State University in North Carolina. Smith definitelythinking of them.? n

Bodies in Charles, from 810

As of Tuesday, Oct. 16, the NHL owners
have presented an offerworth discussingwith
the NHLPA. At first glance, the offer seems
promising, but commentators are warning
fans to not get theirhopesup too quickly. The
NHLPA is reported to be carefully considering the proposal, yet optimism has been seen
from both the owners and players thus far. The
layoutof the offeris as follows: HRR wouldbecome a 50/50 splitshare, effective immediately.
Current playercontracts wouldbe offered, and
salary rollbacks would not occur although
some sources say a type of rollback is up for
negotiation. Entry-level contracts would be
three years, with a maximum length of five
years per contract per player. Players in the
American Hockey League (AHL), the main
affiliate of developingplayers for the NHL,
would affect the salary cap. Arbitration, the
official use of an independent party to settle
disputes, would still exist. Finally, the Free
Agency titlefor players wouldstart atage 28 or
after eightyears of playing in the NHL.
The best news concerning this proposed
agreementis the intention to have a full regular
season, 82gamesandall. The NHL has set the
tentative datefor the start of the seasonas Nov.
?

2, assuming that the NHL and NHLPA can
come to an agreement. For this timeline, both
parties have nine to 10 days to negotiate the
terms and finalize their proposals. If nothing

else, this proposalis intended to receive a fast
response from Fehr. At the press conference
in Toronto Tuesday evening, Bettman told
reporters: ?It was donein the spirit of getting
a deal done.?
Fans across the country are hopingfor just
that. The late start would push the regular
season wellinto the summer months,but NHL

annual highlightscould still take place?such

FROM THE GOLDEN STATE

End of life

decisions on
Mass. ballot

as the New Year?s Day Winter Classic. InBoston, Bruins fans are missing their home game

traditionseach day thelockout goesunsolved.
According to the Turner Sports Network,
the games hostedat TD Garden add another
element to hockey, furtheringthe Bostonians?
love for the ice. Patrice?s Pals [center Patrice
Bergeron] and Brad?s Brigade[left wing Brad
Marchand] are both programs supporting
patients in nearby children?s hospitals:Every
game, a section of the Garden is rented out for

CLARA KIM

those children and their families. Rene Rancourt, the Bruins? National Anthem vocalist
for more than 35 years, has a signature voice
known throughoutthe city associatedwith the
games at the Garden.
All newsregarding the NHL lockoutseems
promising, optimistic, and?if nothing else?a
step in the right direction.Boston fans, along
with fans around the country, eagerly await
the proposal?s results in hopes of a regular
season beginning within the next two and a
half weeks. Until then, bring on KelleyRink
and that Superfan gold. n

Come November, all eyes will
be on Massachusetts. Not only will
Massachusetts voters be voting for
their candidate of choice for the Senate seat (in what has been one of the
most highlypublicized Senate races),
but they will also determinewhether
the Commonwealth will be the fourth
state in the United States to legalize
physician-assisted suicide.
The ?Death With Dignity? bill,
just recently added to the ballot, will
make it legal for ?a physician licensed in Massachusetts to prescribe
medication at a terminally ill patient?s
request, to end that patient?s life.? It?s
deceptivelysimple, yet there is more
than what meets the eye. According
to the bill?s proposal, the patient will
be qualified to receive prescriptive

medicine only if: they have less than
six months to live with a terminal
illness, are an adult resident of Massachusetts, are mentally competent
to make heath decisions, voluntarily
wish to die, and request their decision
twice, each request 15 days apart.
If and only if the patient is quali-

phOTO COurTesy Of

GOOGIeimaGes

The NHL is still in the process of working out contracts for players, but they remain optimistic.

ON THE FLIP SIDE

fied, the doctor must confirm their
diagnosis, refer them to another
physician for consultation, ensure the
patient is mentally capable of making
such a decision, give options the second time the patient requests his or

her prescription, and offer them one
final chance to rescind their request.
Once this process has been complete,
the patient ?must sign a form, in the
presence of two witnesses, one whom
isn?t a relative, a beneficiary, or an
owner, operator, or employee of a

health care facility where the patient
receives treatment or lives.?

THE ISSUE:
Earlier this month at the BET Awards, which were taped in Atlanta, severalnotable scuffles broke out betweenrappers backstage and in the parking lot,
leadingto gunfire, bruises, and a significant police chase that all unfolded behind the scenes of the storied event. It?s another event in a seeming trend of
incidents at rap concerts and shows around the country, even making its way to Boston?s House of Blues in recent months. Should police and other forms of
security be called to venues when rap and R&B shows take place?

Although physician-assisted suicide has been legal in Oregon since
1997, in Washington since 2008, and
in Montana since 2009, many other
states have yet to jump onto the
bandwagon. However, here in Massachusetts, this bill has been a long
time coming. Starting as early as last
fall, proponents of the bill collected
86,000 certified petition signatures,
which allowedthem to introduce the
bill before the State Legislature. In
April, an additional21,000 signatures
were collected, and by August, advocators joined forces to propose the
new law on the November ballot. De-

spite these thousands of signatures,
members of the Dignity 2012 campaign have quite a workload ahead of

them if they want to entirely convince
the 4.2 millionregistered voters of
Massachusetts.
The issue is alreadybeginning
to show sparks of a controversy, as
people are dividedin their opinions
on the issue. Naturally, the Death

phOTO COurTesy

HOB security rightfully raised
In March of 2012, popular rap collective Odd Future visited Boston?s
House of Blues and, withinminutes
of their appearance on stage, were

escortedoff by the police.
The House of Blues has always
maintained an extraordinarilystrict

No basis for boosted security

into the fold?because Machine Gun
Kelly, a white rapper from the south,
appeared at a Microsoft Store in

BRENNAN CARLEY

se-

curity presence for its concerts, but has
notably upped its police force for rap
and R&B concerts in the past several
years. Odd Future was shut downdue
to excessive crowdrowdiness as well as

several membersof the group climbing the venue?s rafters, supposedly
intoxicatedand under the influence
of some illicit substances. In this case,
the heightenedpolice presence was
less presumptive than it was necessary
to control a situation that had gotten

ridiculously out of hand.
In the coming weeks, notable rap
and R&B acts such as 2 Chainz, Nas,
and Lauryn Hill will visit the Landsdowne Street venue, with sold-out
shows anticipatedfor each one. If
history repeats itself, the HOB will up
its security presence for these shows?rather than hiring additional security
for quieter, indie acts like The xx or Cat
Power.
Without bringing the issue of race

Atlanta and had to be forced offstage
by police and mall security because
of his raucous performance?it is
understandablethat the House of Blues
wishes to protect its reputation. As
a concert hall with a liquor license,
capacity for thousands, and a national
presence, it must do what it deems
necessary to ensure a safe, protected
experiencefor its fans. Additionally,
the House of Blues is still subject to
the same codes as any other building in
Boston, and must follow police procedures in terms of both its performers
and its fans.
Although it?s hard to imagine that
Nas or Lauryn Hill will be scaling any
rafters or inciting crowd riots, both
acts have been known to be exceptionally vocal in their opinions about
politics, race, culture, and theirfans as
a whole.It?s a tricky situation to single
out one or two specific genres of music,
but if the House of Blues has seen them
as a problem in the past, it makes fis-

cal and lawful sense to hire additional
security for these shows.

Brennan Carley is an editorfor The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com.

Of GOOGIe imaGes

TAYLOR CAVALLO
Given the influx of rap performers
coming to one of Boston?s premiere
concert venues, the House of Blues, in
the upcoming year such as 2 Chainz,
The Weeknd, Nas & Lauryn Hill, and
The Roots, one thing to consider is the
heightened amount of security that
the HOB has been experiencing, only
for rap shows. This is not a necessary
precaution.
Last March, the Odd Future show

the HOB got shut downdue to
crowd storming and a member of the
crew climbing therafters alongside the
stage. While Odd Future certainly has a
reputation of gathering a ?rough crowd?
shrouded with controversy, especially
given the feminist groups that used to
protest their shows in their early years,
a double standardhas shown itself.
Last month at the All AmericanRejects
show at the HOB, the band?s lead singer
also climbed the rafters, and of course,
there was no response from the venue?s
at

security.
Why is there this discrepancy? I
can?t help but think that these security
?precautions? are based in an intrinsic
assumption about the types of people
that certain concerts will gather. Rap
concerts are, generally,performed by

with Dignity bill is bound to strike up
a controversy, as it becomes a moral
issue for most people. According to
the informationalpage set up by the
Massachusetts Secretary William
Francis Galvin, those in favor of the

bill argue that terminally ill patients
should have the opportunity to die in
the comfort of their own homes, as
death is an extremelypersonal experi-

black entertainers. However, this is not

ence. Steve Crawford, spokesman for

enough of a reason to assume thatthere
needs to be more security guards and

the Massachusetts Death with Dignity Coalition, wrote, ?The act gives
patients dignity, control, and peace

police officers patrolling the party.

What about a hypotheticalFrank
the HOB?
He?s a black performer, yet his soothing love songs would in no way fuel the
fire of an aggressive crowd. Would it be
Ocean concert coming to

assumed that more security was needed
because of his skin color and the crew

he rolls with? What about dubstep
or electro shows? Infamousfor drug
use and throbbing bass beats, these
concerts are no doubt way more intense
experiences than a Frank Ocean show
wouldbe (and I can say this confidently,
I?ve been to both a Frank Ocean concert
and various electro and dub concerts),
but generally draw a predominately
white crowd. I didn?t see any extra
security at past Crystal Castles shows
there. Is this basic presumption at the

of the decision to add more police
officers?
I hope this is not the case. However,
one can?t help but make the connection
and assume that this is the mindsetof
the HOB staff.

root

Taylor Cavallo is an editorfor The
Heights. She can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com.

of mind during theirfinal days with
their families and loved ones. These
are very intimate personal choices
that should remain in the hands of
the individual not the government.?
Yet, those who argue against it believe
that the bill basically enables suicide
to be an equal substitute for quality
health care. In addition, they argue
that the bill doesn?t include enough
safeguards. Galvin writes on the bill?s
information site that those who are
against it are concerned that ?the
patient isn?t required to see a psychiatrist,? in addition to the fact that
there is ?no public safety oversight,?
and that ?eligibility is based on a sixmonth life expectancy,? when many
doctors agree that patients oftentimes
outlive their diagnosisby months and
sometimes years.
Whatever your stance may be, take
the time out of your day to register to
vote. Vote for the candidate you support and the issues you care about,
and be a part of the change.

Clara Kim is a senior staff writer for The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@
bcheights.com.
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Democracy
revamped

Two bodies found in Charles River
In unrelated cases, 69-year-old Pedro
Colon-Rodriguez and 23-year-old Jonathan
Dailey?s bodies discovered one day apart
BY LAUREN TOTINO
Heights Staff

CHARLOTTE PARISH
As we approach the presidential
election, every candidate, political
news outlet, political science professor, person with any current events
knowledge, and your mom is telling
you to vote. In these final weeks, basically everyone is pausing in between
shouting about which candidate is
better in order to sternly remind you,
regardless of your party, that you need
to exercise your civic right and duty

and cast a ballot.
I wholeheartedly agree with this
sentiment?there?s nothing more annoying than apathy. But at the same
time, I have to wonder: How much
does my vote count?
Even though I live in-state, I re-

quested an absenteeballotbecause of
the hassle of trying to get back home
on the day of elections. While dutifully checking off my boxes, I realized
that in traditionallyblowout states
like Massachusetts, it doesn?t matter
whether you are voting Democrat or

Republican. Unless hell freezes over
and the Red Sox are comeback kids to
win the World Series, Obama is going
to win the delegatesfor Massachusetts.

While I?m in favor of this particular outcome, it brings up a confusion
that I have continuallyhad with the
political process: why do we still have
delegates, some of whom are not
legally obligatedto vote in accordance
with the popular vote of their state?

When the delegatesystem was
first designed at the birth of the
country, news was incredibly difficult
to disperse. So having every farmer,
blacksmith, and tavern owner vote
for president of the United States was
obviously unrealisticand not useful
because most people would have essentially been voting at random.
However, this is no longer the case
by any stretch of the imagination. It
is virtually impossible to be unaware
of the campaign. Between the spam
emails(I still do not know how I
got on so many political listservs),

Last week, two bodies were found in
the Charles River near Boston University in two separate incidents that occurred just within days of each other.
At about8:15 a.m. on Monday, Oct.
8, a body was pulled from the Charles
River after being discovered by two
Boston University employees near the

school?s sailingpavilion. The body was
identified as Pedro Colon-Rodriguez,
69, of Cambridge.Jake Wark, a spokesphoTos CourTesy of GooGle ImaGes
man for theSuffolk District Attorney?s
office, reported that the cause of death
appeared to be accidental, and did not routine, making the news of his death that
readily suggest foul play. Authorities much more shocking.
speculate that Colon-Rodriguez was
Just one day after the body of Colonintoxicatedand fell into the river.
Rodriguez was discovered,a second body
was found the morning of Tuesday, Oct. 9,
Colon-Rodriguez had been an employee of theCity of CambridgePublic again in the CharlesRiver near theBoston
Works Department for 25 years after University Bridge. The body turned out to
he immigrated to the area from Puerto be that of graduatestudent JonathanDailey,
Rico at age 19, and was known to be a who had been missing since Oct. 2.
The Suffolk District Attorney?s office
very family-oriented man, as a father
of five children and a grandfatherof 10. reported that the body, which was spotAfter Colon-Rodriguez?s wife passed ted by a Boston University rowing coach
away in 2009, the year he retired from at 7:25 a.m., was bound with chains and
work, he started using alcohol heavily, weighted down by two cinderblocks. Daiaccording to his daughter,Raquel Coley was identified through dentalrecords.
lon. Although his drinking eventually Yet, a spokesman for DA Daniel F. Conley
became ?out of control,? she said in a reported in a statement that the recovered
press statement, he always knew how to evidence would not be discussed in further
detail, and the Office of the Chief Medical
get back to hisCambridgehome.Colon
added thather father?s proximity to the
Charles River deviated from his usual
See Bodies in Charles, B9

Author Hanna Rosin lectures at Booksmith
BY BRENNA CASS
For The Heights
On Oct. 11, Hanna Rosin spoke about
her controversial new bookTheEnd of Men
at the Brookline Booksmith in Coolidge
Corner. The bookstore was filled with both
men and women of varying ages who were
captivated by Rosin?s witty and intelligent
comments. The book began as an article
that Rosin published in The Atlantic, which
looked primarily at the economics of the
rise of women. Her book goesfurther and
explores the effectof women?s rise in many
different fields, such as in the worldof dat-

ing and internationally.
Rosin is the senior editor at The Atlantic, and also founded Double X, ?Slate?
magazine?s all women?s section. The End of
Men was inspired in 2009, at the height of
the recession, when she noticed that the
town

that her family usually vacationed

in had become strangely void of men. In
2009, women reached their peaks. They
had become the majority of the population
in the workforce?they were outearning men in college degrees, Ph.D.s, PEW
awards, and were, according to the women
Rosin spoke to, more often than not the
breadwinners in their families. Using her

pickets, televised debates, and daily
conversations, you have to be living under a rock to not know something about the campaign. Plus, the
debates this year are almost as good
as the regularly scheduled sitcoms,
between Biden embodying the crazy
grandfather trope and basically telling
Ryan, ?I was in this profession while
you were still wearing diapers!? and
Romney?s aggressive tactics with the
moderators.
So with all of this information,
why are voters not granted autonomy?

American voters are by

no means

perfect, and neither is the voting
system. But even if 2000 is the only
time that a president is elected by delegate?but not popular?vote, that is
one time too many in a worldwhere
one person holds so much power.
I still say to everyone: Get out
there and vote. But also start spreading the message: We want our votes
to count.

Charlotte Parish is the Metro Editor

for The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

sparked Rosin?s interest in the rise of

Boston University. The questions and comments that the two bounced off each other

ment

women in the workforce and whether or
not the traditionalmale and femaleroles

had been permanently changed because
of it. Although her book focuses mostly
on men and women, it also shows the
growing gap between the ?haves? and the

The

star status

of the food truck

phenomenon has rapidly risen from

only having as much weight as the

people.

?have-nots? in our country andthe reasons
for it. Rosin follows this couple through the
introduction of her book, and chronicles
different couples in each chapter to demonstrate other points.
During the discussionabout her book,
Rosin was joinedby Barbara Gottfried, a
women?s and gender studies professor at

BY DERYN THOMAS
For The Heights

percent differential in our home state.
In swing states, that makes people
excited to vote. But in Massachusetts,
I want my vote to be worth the same
amount in supporting my candidate
as one in Ohio. In this moment in
time, the delegatesystem needs to be
removed. That?s the bottom line.
Granted, not everyone is an even-

unfounded fear, in my opinion, and
undermines a very intelligentbody of

well-honed reporter skills, Rosin investigated the way that men hadfailed to adapt
to the changing economy. She was most
shocked by a comment by a young mother
in the supermarket. When asked why the
father of her children was no longer in
the picture, the woman responded that he
was just another mouth to feed. This com-

during the discussion and their combined
depthof knowledge in the field of women?s
studies was astounding.An important part

See Hanna Rosin, B8

Boston feasts victorious in
first Food Truck Throwdown

Instead we are restricted, our vote

handed scholar who knows all the
ins-and-outs of the political system.
This includes myself?perhaps there
is a really persuasive argument for
retaining the delegate system. But I
haven?t heard one, and I simply can?t
fathom it. So perhaps there is still
fear of an ?uneducated mass? voting
without knowledge. But this is an

Jonathan Dailey (above left) was found in the Charles River a week after he went
missing. Police searched the nearby area and found him on Oct. 9 (top and bottom).

phoTo CourTesy of GooGle ImaGes

Commissioner Gary Bettman addressesthe NHL lockout and contract complications.

NHL lockout continues to
plague start of season hopes
BY TRICIA TIEDT
Heights

the NHLPA and former executive director of the Major League Baseball Player?s

Staff

Association.

disappointingday for
hockey fans across the country. Last Thursday was the intendedoriginal start date of
theNational HockeyLeague?s (NHL) reguOct. 11 was a

lar 2012-2013 season. On Sept. 15, 2012,
less than a month before the season?s first

official game,the owners declared a lockout against the National Hockey League
Player?s Association (NHLPA). This is the
fourth lockout in the 19 years since Gary
Bettman becameNHL Commissioner, and
the third involving players. Additionally,
this is the secondlabordisputefor Donald
Fehr, the current executive director for

The problems causing the delay of the
season are numerous and varied, yet they
revolve around the owner?s desire to cut

players? guaranteed share of hockey-related revenues (HRR), which currently sits
at 57 percent. Free-agency rules, contract

House

trucks from New York City, in a competition that was voted on by attendees and

virtually unknown to more or less celebrity in a very short amount of time.
They have become the focus of food
blogs, food critics, and food lovers
everywhere. A grown-up version of
the classic childhood ice cream truck,
food trucks offer incredible variety at
such inexpensive costs that people are
being given the chance to experience
exceptionally creative and increasingly

judges alike.
By donating a quarter into the box of
the truck or trucks of choice, votes were
cast, and at the end of the competition,
the money from all of the trucks was
donated to the winner?s food bank or
charity of choice. Overall, Boston was
voted as Best Food Truck City. Tasty
options ranged from seafood to des-

untraditional fares?that is to say, a new

sert, from

and distinctly modern understanding of
the art of food.
The visionaries behind these(relatively) inconspicuous vansare revolutionizing the waypeople experience good food:
in smallerportions, with more attention
paid to flavors and presentationthan to
simplyfilling one?s stomach.They attract
not only indigenous city-dwellers, but

cuisine?and the categories for judging
included Best Savory Item (Staff Meal,
Boston); Best Sandwich (Lobstah Love,

tourists as well, which speaks to their

ability to bring people from all walks
of life together. In short, the food truck
is becoming a food movement, and its additional
merit as a social movement was evident this
weekend at the first
annual Food Truck

Asian-inspired to Mexican

Boston); Best Sweet Item (Wafels &
Dinges, NYC); Best Asian-Inspired Item
(Bon Me, Boston); and Best Seafood
Item (Nuchas, NYC).
The Boston representativesincluded
Mei Mei Street Kitchen, Kickass Cupcakes, Bon Me, Lobstah Love, Roxy?s

See Food Trucks, B8

Throwdown, held
in Dewey Square
in downtown
Boston.
Nearly 10,000

and salary arbitrations
discussion. A total
of 82 scheduled games for the regular
season were postponed on Oct. 4, after
all hopes of a preseason had already been people
shattered in September.
flocked to
the comterm limitations,

are additionallyup for

See NHL, B9

petition over

On the Flip Side
INSIDE METRO
the
of Blues have different
Does

the course of the day for an event that
included live music, activities, and of
course, food. Seven food trucks from
Boston faced off against seven food

security requirements,

Restaurant Review: Park Restaurant and Bar.
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Person to Watch: Jennifer Remis Cavanaugh B8
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